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Abstract 
The liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed (LSCFB) has many potential applications in 
biochemical and petroleum industries, as well as in wastewater treatments, given its higher 
contact efficiency and being able to accommodate two reactions under one system. With 
extensive experimental results becoming available, there is clearly a need for computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling to expand our understandings of LSCFBs and to predict the 
hydrodynamic behaviors of the two-phase flows within LSCFB. 
In this research, the Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model combined with the kinetic theory for 
the granular phase is applied to simulate the two-phase flows in LSCFBs. The key factors 
affecting the simulation results including the drag model, near wall treatment and boundary 
condition are investigated and the CFD model is validated by comparing the numerical results 
with the experimental data. Then, the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs under different operating 
conditions are investigated numerically.  
Among the seven different drag models examined in this study, the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien 
drag model and the irregular particle drag model were found to provide the best numerical 
solutions for spherical and irregular particles, respectively. For the three different near wall 
treatments tested, the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment was found to provide the best 
predictions for the near wall region. It is also found that the numerical results are insensitive 
to the restitution and specularity coefficients, which are used in the boundary conditions for 
the solid phase. In addition, the proposed CFD model with the best drag model and near wall 
treatment is applied to simulate the two-phase flows in LSCFBs under different operating 
conditions, including different superficial liquid velocities, superficial solid velocities and 
particle densities. The numerical predictions show correct trends and good agreements with 
the experimental data.  
Keywords 
Numerical Simulation, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Liquid-Solid Circulating 
Fluidized Bed (LSCFB), Drag Model, Near Wall Treatment, Multiphase Flow 
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Chapter 1  
1 General Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Fluidization is characterized as a process in which solid particles are suspended in a moving 
fluid and converted from the solid-like state to the fluid-like state. With the characterization of 
higher fluid-solid contact efficiency, better fluid-solid and solid-solid mixing, the fluidization 
has been widely applied in various industries, including the wastewater treatment, biochemical 
technology, petrochemical and metallurgical industries.  
Based on the characterization of the fluid media, fluidization can be cataloged as gas-solid 
fluidization, liquid-solid fluidization and gas-liquid-solid fluidization. Liquid-solid 
fluidization can be divided into four regimes, the fixed bed regime, the conventional 
fluidization regime, the circulating fluidization regime and the dilute transport regime. When 
a liquid stream is introduced from the bottom of a bed with solid particles, it will pass through 
the bed via the spaces between static particles. If the liquid velocity is low which cannot 
balance the weight of particles, particles tend to stay static at the bottom of the bed, which is 
called the fixed bed regime. With the increase of the liquid velocity, the drag force acting on 
particles increases correspondingly and gradually counteracts the effect of gravity. When the 
fluid velocity reaches the minimum fluidization velocity, mfU , where the drag force, gravity 
and buoyancy force reach balance, particles start suspending in the fluid and transforming to 
fluid-like state. Indicating the start of the conventional fluidization regime where the particles 
are not entrained out of the bed. With further increase in the fluid velocity, so as the drag force, 
the fluidization becomes more intense and particles are moving upward along with the bed 
expansion. Finally, it reaches the circulating fluidization regime where most particles can be 
entrained out of the bed and need to be recirculated back to the bottom of the bed. Further 
increasing the liquid velocity, the bed goes into the dilute liquid transport regime.  
The conventional fluidization regime has been studied extensively by lots of researchers. In 
terms of the flow structures, a clear boundary between the dense region with a higher solid 
concentration at the bottom of the bed and the freeboard region with a lower solids 
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concentration at the top of the bed can be widely observed in experiments, and with the increase 
in the liquid flow rate, the boundary raises with the expansion of the bed. In 1985, Couderc [1] 
found the conventional fluidization can be considered as a dispersed homogenous fluidization 
where particles are uniformly distributed in both the axial and radial directions in the dense 
region. As for the mathematical models describing the flow characteristics, Richardson and 
Zaki [2] proposed an important relationship between the operating liquid velocity and the bed 
voidage, which has been widely adopted and modified for the drag correlation between the 
liquid and particles.  
Due to the restricted operating range and back-mixing problems of the conventional 
fluidization, the circulating fluidized bed (CFB) was proposed in late 1960s. The gas-solid 
circulating fluidized bed (GSCFB) has been extensively studied, it was found the back-mixing 
phenomenon in GSCFBs can be significantly reduced [3] and the contact efficiency is also 
increased due to the increased slip velocity between the two phases [4]. However, compared 
to GSCFBs, only in recent years, the liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed (LSCFB) has gained 
more attention. The studies of hydrodynamics in LSCFBs have been mostly carried out at 
Tsinghua University [5-9] and University of Western Ontario [10-13].  
In LSCFBs, all particles can be entrained out of the bed with the high liquid velocity, which is 
usually higher than the particle terminal velocity. Hence, it is essential to feed particles at the 
bottom of the fluidized bed continuously, which is normally done by feeding new particles or 
recirculating the entrained particles back to the bottom of the bed. The schematic of a typical 
LSCFB is shown in Fig 1.1, which comprises of a riser, a downer, a liquid-solid separator, a 
top solid-return pipe and a bottom solid-feed pipe [14]. The particles are injected from the 
solids feed pipe, due to the auxiliary liquid and primary liquid, the particles are moving upward 
and entrained out of the riser, then separated from liquid in the liquid-solid separator and 
ejected into the downer, finally reach to the solids feed pipe again and complete one circulation. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed 
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To properly design a LSCFB system for industrial applications, it is necessary to understand 
the hydrodynamics of the LSCFB system. Liang and Zhu [9], Kuramoto [15], Zheng [10] and 
Razzak [16] have reported that the flow structure is almost uniform in the axial direction of 
LSCFBs for all types of particles, which is different from the conventional liquid-solid 
fluidized beds where exits a boundary between the bottom dense region and the top freeboard 
region. In addition, Liang et al. [8], Zheng [12], Razzak [16] and Sang [13] observed the non-
uniformity of the flow structure in the radial direction of LSCFBs for different particles and 
operating conditions, which is different from the uniform distribution in conventional liquid-
solid fluidized beds.  
Modeling on the fluidized beds has become a new tool to investigate and scale up the complex 
flow structures. Starting from the 1950s, a series of mathematical models have been proposed, 
such as the two-phase model for the conventional fluidized beds and the core-annulus model 
for the circulating fluidized beds. However, those models cannot correctly and 
comprehensively solve the flow field of a complex system in fluidized beds. Hence, with fast 
development of computational techniques, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become a 
more reliable and effective way to simulate a complex flow system.  
The literature review of recent research on the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs and CFD techniques 
are presented in next section, along with the gaps and some discrepancies, which leads to the 
objectives and thesis structure of this research work. 
1.2 Literature review 
The literature review section is conducted in two areas, (1) past experimental studies on the 
hydrodynamics of the LSCFB system and (2) the relevant CFD models for the multi-phase 
flow simulations. 
1.2.1 Hydrodynamic characteristics of LSCFBs 
Plenty of experimental studies have been conducted on the conventional liquid-solid fluidized 
bed since 1950s. As mentioned before, it is generally accepted that the liquid-solid fluidization 
is a uniformly dispersed homogeneous fluidization along both axial and radial directions under 
low liquid velocity [1]. In other words, the particles are distributed uniformly along the radial 
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and axial directions. This homogeneous fluidization phenomenon was first brought by 
Richardson and Zaki [2] along with the important correlation between the operating liquid 
velocity and the bed voidage, which is used as the basis of the liquid-solid fluidization theory. 
Later, many researchers have confirmed the homogeneous fluidization under all liquid-solid 
fluidized systems where the liquid velocity is lower than the particle terminal velocity [17-19]. 
Few works have been concentrated on the liquid-solid fluidization system under high liquid 
velocity. Zheng [10] reported there are two distinct regimes for circulating fluidization under 
a settled auxiliary liquid flow rate: (1) the initial zone where solids circulation rate increases 
significantly with the increase in the liquid flowrate and (2) the fully developed zone in which 
the solids circulation rate increases insignificantly with the increase in the liquid flowrate. 
Liang and Zhu [9] reported that the axial solids volume fraction distributions in LSCFBs are 
uniform under different superficial liquid velocities and particle circulation rates for two low-
density particles. Later, Zheng [10] extended the experimental studies to heavy particles and it 
was found that the axial solids volume fraction distribution is non-uniform for heavy particles 
as shown in Figure 1.2, but the overall flow structures in LSCFBs are still more uniform than 
GSCFBs. In addition, it was also found that a higher liquid velocity and longer transition 
regime are required for heavy particles when transiting from the conventional fluidization 
regime to the circulating fluidization regime. Razzak [16] investigated the influence of the 
particle diameter and shape on the behaviors of LSCFBs, it is shown in Figure 1.3 that the axial 
solids holdup distribution is almost uniform expect at the region near the distributor, while the 
overall cross-sectional average solid holdup increases with the increase in the particle diameter 
and the superficial solid velocity regardless of particle shapes. 
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Figure 1.2: Axial distributions of the solids holdup in the LSCFB for steel shots under 
different superficial liquid velocities (Zheng et al., 1999) 
 
Figure 1.3: Axial profiles of the average cross-sectional solids and liquid holdup at 
Ul=22.4 cm/s (Razzak, 2009) 
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For the radial directions, Liang et al. [8] and Roy et al. [20] showed the non-uniform radial 
distribution of the solid holdup in the LSCFBs, i.e., it is lower at the central region while higher 
near the wall. Later, Zheng [12] conducted the experimental studies under different operating 
conditions and particle properties, it can be seen from Fig 1.4 that the radial nonuniformity 
decreases with the increase of the superficial liquid velocity and increases with the increase of 
the superficial solid velocity. Furthermore, more uniform distribution along the radius is 
observed for systems where lighter particles are used under the same cross-sectional average 
solids concentration. Later, the above phenomena were examined by Razzak [16] and the 
investigations were extended to different particle diameters and shapes. In terms of the particle 
size, it was reported the radial nonuniformity and local solid concentration are higher for 
smaller particles under the same operating conditions. In addition, by increasing the superficial 
solid velocity, the radial nonuniformity increases and the rate of the increase in the radial 
nonuniformity is higher for smaller particles. In terms of the particle shape, Razzak [16] 
observed the solids holdup of spherical glass beads is higher than irregular lava rocks, which 
is due to the reduction in the drag coefficient caused by the irregular shape of the particles. 
Sang [13] later investigated the effects of the particle density, size and sphericity on the 
hydrodynamic behaviors in LSCFBs and introduced a new criterion, the excess superficial 
liquid velocity ( l tU U ), which can give a better indication for the influence of the particle 
properties on the performance of the LSCFBs. Then, a mathematical expression was proposed 
[13] to predict the solids holdup and slip velocity in the circulating fluidization regime. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1.4: Radial profiles of the solids concentration at H=0.8m (Zheng et al., 2001) 
(a) at different superficial liquid velocities and (b) at different solids flow rate  
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between glass 
beads and lava rock particles at H=2.02 m and Up=22.4 cm/s (Razzak, 2009) 
Although there are some radial or axial nonuniformities exist in LSCFBs under some operating 
conditions, the flow structures in liquid-solid circulating fluidized beds are more homogeneous 
than the distributions in gas-solid circulating fluidized beds. 
1.2.2 Theory of the modeling of multi-phase flows in fluidized beds 
In recent years, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling has become an effective 
tool to investigate the hydrodynamics in a CFB riser due to the fast development of computer 
technology and multiphase flow models [21-24]. Generally, there are two major theories of 
describing gas-solid and liquid-solid two-phase flows: (1) the Eulerian-Lagrangian (E-L) 
approach where the particulate trajectory model is used for the solid-phase and the particle-
10 
 
particle interactions are neglected and (2) the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) approach where two-
fluid model is used for both phases. In this work, the Eulerian-Eulerian approach is employed 
since the solid volume fraction in LSCFBs is high and the interactions between particles need 
to be considered. 
The Eulerian two-phase flow theory was developed by Ishii [25], Delhaye and Achard [26], 
Boure and Delhaye [27], Soo [28], Dre and Lahey [29] and He and Simonin [30]. The general 
idea of Eulerian-Eulerian approach is to consider the fluid and solid phases as the 
interpenetrating continuum, and solve the mass and momentum governing equations which are 
closed by the constitutive equations within a fixed control volume containing both phases [31]. 
Furthermore, the liquid phase is closed by a turbulence model and the solid pressure, viscosity 
and solid phase stress tensor are described by the kinetic theory of granular phase (KTGP). By 
applying the E-E approach, a series of investigations and evaluations for multi-phase flows 
have been conducted in recent years. 
Several turbulence models that are used to close the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations for the fluid phase have been developed to represent the Reynolds stresses and can 
be cataloged into four groups.  
(1) The zero-equation turbulence model. This model is developed from a simple algebraic 
equation proposed by Van Driest [32] to close the governing equations instead of using PDE 
to describe the turbulent stresses and fluxes. Then, Cebeci and Simth [33], and Baldwin and 
Lomax [34] refined and improved the model from Van Driest [32].  
(2) The one-equation turbulence model. Based on the Boussinesq hypothesis [35] which relates 
the Reynolds stresses with the mean velocity gradients, the Spalart-Allmaras model [36] was 
developed to solve the turbulence kinetic energy k.  
(3) The two-equation turbulence model. On the base of the one-equation turbulence model, the 
two-equation models, such as the k-ε and k–ω models, were proposed where two additional 
equations are solved for the turbulence kinetic energy k, and the turbulence dissipation rate ε 
in the k-ε turbulence model or the specific dissipation rate ω in the k–ω turbulence model.  
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(4) The Reynolds stress model (RSM). This turbulence model abandons the isotropic eddy-
viscosity hypothesis and closes the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations by solving 
transport equations for the six Reynolds stresses, together with an equation for the dissipation 
rate [37].  
After decades of developments, the k-ε and k–ω turbulence models have become the most 
popular ones. With the characteristics of robustness, economy and reasonable accuracy for 
various turbulent flows, the k-ε turbulence model is widely used in industrial applications. 
Since the standard k-ε turbulence model is for high Reynolds number flows, it is necessary to 
modify it for flows in low Reynolds number regions or use wall functions near the wall. 
Correspondingly, the k–ω turbulence model, which accounts for the effects of low Reynolds 
number flows, compressibility and shear flow spreading, performs better for swirling flows 
and flows in the near wall region, but with the disadvantages of less range of applications and 
over predicting separations as well. As for the RSM model, it is much more computational 
expensive and mostly used to solve the flow with anisotropic turbulence such as highly 
swirling flows and stress-driven secondary flows [37].  
For the kinetic theory of granular phase, to model the kinetic and collisional transport of 
particles while representing granular phase as interpenetrating continuum with fluid, the KTGP 
was developed in 1980s. It started from the collisional particle interactions of dense fluid flow 
which was presented by Chapman and Cowling [38] and has been widely applied in multiphase 
flow simulations, such as the works by Lun et al. [39], Ding and Gidaspow [24]. By analogizing 
the thermodynamic temperature of fluid, the granular temperature for solid particles was 
introduced, which is associated with the fluctuating velocity of solid particles. Thus, the solids 
viscosity and pressure can be determined by the granular temperature and the constitutive 
equation of the solid momentum equation can be closed by solids stress tensor. Furthermore, 
when dense gas molecules interact, the collisions are nearly elastic. However, for the particles 
which are a few orders larger than molecules, they will suffer a loss of momentum during 
collisions. Therefore, the restitution coefficient is introduced to describe the inelasticity of the 
collisions. 
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Within the Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase model, the interactions between particles and fluid is 
a dominate factor that should be considered. The dynamic balance of particles within a fluid 
depends on the drag, gravity and buoyancy forces. Hence, it is essential to have a drag model 
that is suitable for particle fluidization processes under different conditions, including different 
properties of solids and fluid, Reynolds number, volume fraction, etc., which has become the 
key challenge in multiphase flow simulations [40]. During the past decades, starting from the 
easiest single particle drag correlations [41] to the complex semi-empirical multi-particle drag 
models, researchers have proposed three approaches. The first approach is by correlating the 
pressure loss (drag force on a particle) with the voidage of the packed bed fluidization regime, 
such as the Ergun equation [42]. Then Gibilaro [43] extended its applicability to the dilute 
particle systems by relating the energy dissipation in the bed with the unrecoverable pressure 
loss, and hence obtained an expression of particle drag force under the fully expanded limit 
condition. The second approach is by correlating the slip velocity between the particle and 
liquid, with the bed voidage for different fluidized bed regimes, such as Richardson-Zaki [2], 
Garside and Al-Dibouni [44] and Wen-Yu [45]. Then Syamlal-O’Brien [46] obtained the drag 
model for the multi-particle system from a single particle drag correlation by non-dimensional 
analysis. The third approach is EMMS, which is based on the energy minimization multi-scale 
method. Beside the above three methods, Gidaspow [47] combined the first method (Ergun 
equation) and the second method (Wen-Yu) to obtain the drag coefficients on the dense 
fluidization regime (ε<0.8) and dilute fluidization regime (ε>0.8) respectively. Then, Huilin-
Gidaspow [48] improved the discontinuity of the Gidaspow drag model [47] by introducing a 
blending function. Furthermore, since some operating conditions are significantly different 
from the original experimental conditions that Syamlal and O’Brien considered when deriving 
their drag model [46], the Syamal-O’Brien model can be adjusted by matching the predicted 
minimum fluidization velocity with the experimental data. It is called the adjusted Syamlal-
O’Brien drag model [49]. 
Beside the drag model, in the near wall region of CFBs, due to the considerable influence of 
walls on turbulent flows, an accurate representation of the flow in the near wall region should 
be adopted to ensure the numerical solutions of the wall-bounded flow are accurate. Generally, 
there are two approaches to model the flow in the near-wall region [37]. The first one is by 
adopting a semi-empirical function to represent the viscosity affected region instead of solving 
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turbulence equations, such as the standard wall functions and the scalable wall functions. The 
second one is by modifying the turbulence model to resolve the near wall region flows, such 
as the enhanced wall treatment and the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment [37]. The standard 
wall functions are based on the work of Launder and Spalding [50] and the scalable wall 
functions is based on the standard wall functions by adding a selector for Y*. As for the second 
approach, the enhanced wall treatment is based on the two-layer model with a blend function 
while the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment adds a source term in the transport equation of 
the turbulence kinetic energy and introduces new momentum equations [48]. 
For the particle-particle collisions, Gidaspow and Huilin [51] introduced the “effective 
restitution coefficient” which is near 1 to represent the near elastic collision brought by the 
liquid film between particles which attenuates the energy loss within particle collisions. Cheng 
[52] also claimed the “elastic collisions” phenomenon exists in LSCFBs and found there is 
only minor difference in radial distribution of liquid velocity and solids holdup while particle 
restitution coefficient varies from 0.96 to 0.99. On the one hand, the collision is related to the 
materials of particles, the glass beads which were used in the works by Gidaspow and Huilin 
[51] and Cheng [52] shows the particle restitution coefficient equals to 1.0, while Ehsani [53] 
indicated particle restitution coefficient=0.9 is more suitable for the rougher stainless steel 
spherical particles. On the other hand, the fluid materials have considerable influence on the 
particle-particle collisions within the fluid-solid suspension as well. For example, gas can 
hardly form a lubricant film between particles which eases the particle collisions and the 
existence of clusters can also significantly influence the particle collisions in gas-solid systems. 
For the boundary conditions, interactions between fluid and wall for the wall bounded flow 
need to be considered as well. In most of fluid flows, no-slip condition is applied on the wall. 
However, for the particles flow in a fluidized bed, the no-slip condition at the wall is not 
applicable. Hence, the specified shear is required to set at the wall if the shear stress is known. 
Otherwise, the conception of specularity coefficient introduced by Johnson and Jackson [54] 
can be used, which represents the fraction of collisions that transfer momentum from the 
granular flows to the wall. When it approaches zero, it stands for the complete elastic collision 
and the condition is equivalent to zero shear at the wall, while it closes to unity indicates there 
exists significant amount of lateral momentum transfer. 
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In the industrial applications of fluidized beds, irregular particles are used sometimes which 
can significantly affect the hydrodynamics of the fluidized bed. Generally speaking, the more 
irregular particle shape is, the greater the drag will be. Therefore, it is important to investigate 
the influence of particle shape on the modeling. The irregular particles can be various kinds of 
shapes. Hence, it is essential to introduce shape factors to characterize irregular particles. 
Wadell [55] introduced the sphericity, which is the ratio of the surface area of a sphere of the 
same volume and the surface area of the particle, and the circularity, which stands for how 
close the projected area of the particle is a circle. Analogously, Heywood [56] suggested a 
volumetric shape factor, which is related to the diameter of a sphere with the same volume and 
the diameter of a circle of the same area as the projected area of the particle. Later, people 
proposed other indirect methods to describe the sphericity. Austin [57] determined the shape 
factor by the specific surface and the arithmetic average of passing and retaining sieve, 
McCulloch and Moser [58] defined the “dynamic shape factor”, which is based on hydraulic 
properties of the irregular particle. 
On the base of the conception of the shape factor, efforts are made to develop the drag models 
for irregular particles. Starting from the 1970s, simple drag correlations for particles with fixed 
shapes and flow directions have been derived. For example, Huner and Hussey [59] and Ui et 
al. [60] studied cylinders moving in the axial direction, and Shail and Norton [61] studied discs. 
Undoubtedly, some drag models are accurate for particles with certain shapes under certain 
flow conditions, but they are not accurate for other circumstances. Therefore, a universal drag 
correlation using shape factors for irregular particles will be essential and changeling. The 
attempts to develop the drag model for single non-spherical particles were made by Haider and 
Levenspiel [62], Ganser [63], Swamee and Ojha [64], Chien [65], Tran-Cong et al. [66]. Those 
empirical correlations are mainly based on experimental data. However, all those models were 
obtained based on single particle drag correlation, and they still need to be improved and 
modified for the multi-particle systems in fluidized beds. Therefore, Richardson and Zaki [2] 
included the volumetric shape factor in their velocity-voidage function under the limited 
condition of Re 500  for relatively large particles ( 100d m ) with irregular shapes. 
Cleasby and Fan [67] incorporated the “n” value from the RZ equation [2] with a function of 
shape factor obtained from the experimental data for irregular particles of sand, anthracite and 
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flints. Then Dharmarajah [68] proposed the relationship between the bed voidage, sphericity, 
and superficial liquid velocity by introducing complicated terms of modified Reynolds number 
and coefficient A1. However, this relationship is not suitable for bed voidage higher than 0.9.  
Comparing to GSCFBs, less CFD studies have been carried out on LSCFBs. Since both 
GSCFB and LSCFB are two phase flows, the difference is the carrying fluid property. So, the 
models for those two types of fluidized beds should be similar in principle. The following part 
is the literature reviews for the applications of CFD models on LSCFBs. 
Roy et al [69] simulated the flow field in a LSCFB using the Eulerian two-phase model. The 
KTGF, Wen-Yu drag model [45], standard k-ε turbulence model, no-slip condition for the 
liquid and Johnson and Jackson boundary condition for the particles were chosen. The 
numerical results show satisfied agreements with the experimental data on the flow patterns. 
It was also found that the simulation result is not sensitive to the restitution coefficient in 
LSCFBs. 
Abbas [14] employed a CFD model based on Eulerian-Eulerian multi-phase flow with KTGF 
to simulate a LSCFB reactor. Three different turbulence models, the mixture, dispersed and 
per-phase k-ε models, were investigated. It was reported both the dispersed and per-phase k-ε 
turbulence models showed qualitative agreements with the experimental data. However, the 
dispersed turbulence model was less computational expensive. 
Cornelissen [70] studied the conventional fluidized bed and investigated the influence of the 
inlet distributor, restitution coefficients and two different drag models. It was reported that the 
uniform discrete orifices gave better hydrodynamic behaviors than the non-uniform distributor, 
the Gidaspow drag model [47] predicted a higher voidage than the Wen-Yu drag model [45], 
and there was no significant difference by varying restitution coefficient. 
Cheng [52] did a parametric study on the particle-particle restitution and particle-wall 
restitution coefficient. The results showed that the particle-particle restitution coefficient did 
not have influence on the hydrodynamics due to the lubrication effect from the liquid film, and 
the higher particle-wall coefficient as 0.99 gave a better agreement with the experimental data. 
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1.3 Objectives and thesis structure 
1.3.1 Objectives and new contributions 
In view of the literature reviews presented in the previous section, several CFD models have 
been developed to simulate the hydrodynamics of liquid-solid circulating fluidized beds. Some 
parameters including drag models, turbulence models, particle-particle restitution coefficient, 
and boundary conditions are discussed. However, only a few studies have been carried out to 
investigate the applicability of the existing drag models for the LSCFBs and the influence of 
the near wall treatment on the turbulence modeling has not been considered. Therefore, the 
first objective of the present work is to conduct a comprehensive comparison of various widely 
used drag models for LSCFBs. Then, on the basis of the drag model study, the effects of 
different near wall treatments are incorporated and investigated. Besides, the Johnson and 
Jackson boundary condition [54] is investigated by varying the specularity coefficient and 
restitution coefficient. In addition, since irregular particles are often used in industrial 
applications, the drag models based on spherical particles might not suitable. Hence, to 
improve the accuracy of numerical predictions, the second objective is to develop a drag model 
that is suitable for irregular particle systems. Furthermore, due to the lack of the validations of 
the numerical results for LSCFBs under different operating conditions, the third objective is to 
validate the applicability of the CFD model and investigate the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs 
under different operating conditions. 
The main contributions of the present work are (1) the systematical studies are carried out for 
the performance of the widely used drag models for the LSCFB systems, (2)  the solids holdup 
distribution and other hydrodynamic behaviors have been successfully improved by 
incorporating suitable drag model, near wall treatments and boundary conditions, (3) a new 
drag model for irregular particles, which is a modified Syamlal O’Brien drag model, is 
proposed and it can improve the agreements between the numerical predictions and 
experimental data for the system with irregular particles, (4) the proposed CFD model is 
applied for the simulations of LSCFBs under different operating conditions. The predictions 
are compared with the experimental data and the agreements are good. 
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1.3.2 Thesis structure 
The thesis is in the “Integrated-Article Format”. 
Chapter 1 - A comprehensive review on the hydrodynamics studies on the liquid-solid 
circulating fluidized bed system, the theory of CFD model for the multi-phase flows and 
some existing studies on CFD models for LSCFB simulations are presented. 
Chapter 2 - The applicability of existing drag models for LSCFBs, the performance of the 
near wall treatment for the liquid phase due to the inapplicability of turbulence model in 
the close-to-wall region, and the Johnson and Jackson boundary condition for the solid 
phase are investigated. By analyzing and comparing the numerical and experimental data 
under different operating conditions, a comprehensive and improved numerical model for 
LSCFBs is proposed. Furthermore, considering that irregular particles are used in 
industrial applications, the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model is modified to include the 
sphericity effect and the numerical results using the modified drag model are compared 
with the experimental data.  
Chapter 3 - The applicability of the proposed CFD model is validated. The hydrodynamics 
of the LSCFB under different operating conditions are investigated, including the effects 
of the superficial liquid velocity, superficial solid velocity and particle density.  
Chapter 4 - The conclusions and recommendations for future works are provided. 
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Chapter 2  
2 Evaluations of CFD Models for the Liquid-Solid 
Circulating Fluidized Beds (LSCFBs) 
2.1 Introduction 
Fluidization is defined as an operation in which a bed of solid particles is suspended in gas 
and/or liquid media and converted from the solid-like state to the fluid-like state [1]. With 
the unique gas or liquid-solid contacting features, numerous advantages such as higher 
contact efficiency and excellent mass and heat transfer are introduced in fluidized beds. 
Characterized by the different fluid media, fluidization can be cataloged as gas-solid 
fluidization, liquid-solid fluidization and gas-liquid-solid fluidization. With decades of 
development, the liquid-solid fluidization has obtained extensive attractions in diverse 
fields of industrial processes, such as biochemical technology, wastewater treatment, 
petroleum and metallurgical industries [2]. 
The liquid-solid fluidization can be divided into four regimes. With the increase in the 
liquid velocity, the fluidization will go through the fixed bed regime, the conventional 
fluidization regime, the circulating fluidization regime and the dilute transport regime. 
When a liquid is introduced from the bottom of a bed, it will pass through the bed via the 
spaces between static particles. If the liquid velocity is lower than the minimum fluidization 
velocity, it is within the fixed bed regime. When the liquid velocity is higher than the 
minimum fluidization velocity, particles start to suspend in the fluid and transform to the 
fluid-like state, which is the beginning of the conventional fluidization regime. However, 
the particles are not entrained out of the bed in this regime. With further increase in the 
liquid velocity, the fluidization becomes more intense and reaches the circulating 
fluidization regime where most particles can be entrained out of the bed and needed to 
recirculate back to the bottom of the bed. Further increasing the liquid flow rate, the dilute 
transport regime is formed. 
The hydrodynamics of each regime are different. In the past, the circulating fluidization 
regime has been relatively less studied compare to the conventional fluidization regime. 
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Therefore, to have a better understanding of the liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed 
(LSCFB), a detailed numerical study on the hydrodynamics of the LSCFBs is carried out 
in the present work. 
Start from 1950s, modeling of fluidized bed has become a new tool to investigate and scale 
up the complex fluidized bed flow structures. A series of mathematical models, such as the 
two-phase model for the conventional fluidized bed and core-annulus model for the 
circulating fluidized bed were proposed. However, those models cannot accurately 
describe the complicated flow fields for fluidized beds. Therefore, the computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) modeling has become an effective tool to investigate the hydrodynamics 
inside a CFB riser due to the fast development of the computer technology and multiphase 
flow models [3-6]. 
Generally, there are two major theories for describing multiphase flows: (1) Eulerian-
Lagrangian (E-L) approach where the particulate trajectory model is used for the solid-
phase and the particle-particle interactions are neglected and (2) Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) 
approach where the two-fluid model is used, i.e. both phases are treated as fluid phase. In 
the present work, the Eulerian-Eulerian approach is employed since the solid volume 
fraction in LSCFB is high and the interactions between particles need to be considered. In 
the Eulerian-Eulerian approach, the fluid and solid phases are considered as the 
interpenetrating continuum, and the mass and momentum governing equations, which are 
closed by the constitutive equations, are solved for both phases [7].  
Studies have been conducted on the dynamics of particles flowing in a fluid, including the 
mechanisms of the drag force due to the velocity difference between secondary and primary 
phases, the buoyant force due to the pressure gradient of the fluid, the lift force due to the 
velocity gradient of the fluid, and the virtual mass force due to the acceleration of secondary 
phase to primary phase. Among those forces, the drag force is the most important one. 
Several drag correlations have been proposed in the past several decades. From the simplest 
single particle drag correlations [8] to the complex semi-empirical drag correlations, those 
drag models can be catalogued into three groups: the Ergun equation [9] and Gibilaro drag 
model [10] which are based on the pressure drop of the fixed beds; the Richardson-Zaki 
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equation [11], Wen-Yu [12], and Syamlal et al [13] models which are based on the velocity-
voidage correlations; and the latest EMMS which is based on the energy minimization 
multi-scale method. Besides, the Gidaspow [14] and Huilin-Gidaspow [15] models were 
obtained based on the work of Ergun [9] and Wen-Yu [12], and the adjusted Syamlal-
O’Brien drag model [16] was proposed to extend the applicability of the Syamal-O’Brien 
model [13] by adjusting the velocity-voidage function parameters to match the 
experimental minimum fluidization velocity. 
For the wall bounded flows, due to the considerable influence of the walls on the turbulent 
flows, an accurate representation of the flow in the near wall region should be adopted to 
ensure accurate numerical solutions. Generally, there are two approaches to model the 
near-wall region. The first one is by adopting semi-empirical functions to represent the 
viscosity affected region instead of solving turbulence equations, such as the standard wall 
functions and scalable wall functions. The second one is by modifying the turbulence 
model to resolve the flow in the near wall region, such as the enhanced wall treatment [17] 
and Menter-Lechner near wall treatment [17]. However, the influence of the near wall 
treatments on the numerical solutions has not been fully discussed. Therefore, it will be 
investigated in this study and a suitable near wall treatment will be selected and 
incorporated with the drag model. 
For the boundary conditions, the no-slip boundary condition at the wall is used for the 
liquid phase, which is not suitable for the solid phase. Therefore, the Johnson and Jackson 
[18] boundary condition which contains the specularity coefficient and restitution 
coefficient is used to describe the interaction and energy loss between the granular flow 
and the wall. To ensure the boundary conditions are correctly used, the effects of the 
specularity coefficient and restitution coefficient are investigated. 
In addition, irregular particles can be used in fluidized beds in some industrial applications, 
which might significantly affect the hydrodynamic behaviors of the fluidization process. 
Therefore, studies have been conducted to investigate the influence of particle shapes on 
the flows in fluidized beds. Firstly, different shape factors were introduced, such as the 
sphericity and circularity by Wadell [19], volumetric shape factor by Heywood [20], and 
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other indirect methods including the “dynamic shape factor” defined by McCulloch and 
Moser [21]. Secondly, the shape factors were incorporated into drag models. Start form 
1970s, simple drag correlations for particles with fixed shape and flow direction have been 
derived, such as those by Huner and Hussey [22], Ui et al. [23], and Shail and Norton [24]. 
Then, attempts were made to extend their applicability by developing a universal drag 
correlation for flows under different operating conditions, such as the drag models 
developed by Haider and Levenspiel [25], Ganser [26], Swamee and Ojha [27], Chien [28], 
and Tran-Cong et al. [29]. However, they are not suitable for the fluidized bed since it is a 
multi-particle system. Therefore, Richardson and Zaki [11] incorporated the volumetric 
shape factor into their velocity-voidage function under the limited condition of Re 500  
for relatively large irregular particles ( 100d m ). Cleasby and Fan [30] incorporated the 
“n” value from the RZ equation [11] with a function of shape factor obtained from the 
experimental data for irregular particles of sand, anthracite and flints. Then Dharmarajah 
[31] proposed the relationship between the bed voidage, sphericity, and superficial liquid 
velocity by introducing complicated terms such as modified Reynolds number and A1. 
However, this relationship is not suitable for bed voidage beyond 0.9.  
Despite the numerous studies for the multi-phase flows in the literature, none of those 
studies has comprehensively compared the applicability of different drag models for the 
LSCFB system. And none of the studies has investigated the influence of near wall 
treatments and boundary conditions incorporating with drag models. In addition, the drag 
model for particles with irregular shapes has not been investigated for LSCFB systems. 
Therefore, the present work employs the Eulerian-Eulerian CFD model based on KTGP to 
systematically study the following four aspects: the influence of drag models, near wall 
treatments for the turbulence model, specularity coefficient, restitution coefficient and the 
drag model for particles with irregular shapes. 
2.2 Experimental setup of the LSCFB system 
The experimental data on the liquid-solid two-phase flows in LSCFB by Razzak [1] and 
Sang [32] will be used in the present work to verify the numerical models.  
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The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig 2.1. It consists of two 
main sections: riser and downer. The riser is made of Plexiglas with 5.4m in height and 
0.0762m in diameter, and the downer is made of Plexiglas as well with 5.05m in height 
and 0.2m in diameter. The liquid-solid separator is located at the top of the riser for 
separating the entrained solids from the liquid and the solids circulation rate measurement 
device is located near the top of the downer. At the bottom of the riser, there are two liquid 
distributors, the seven primary liquid distributors occupy 19.5% of the cross-sectional area, 
and the auxiliary liquid distributor which is a porous plate with 4.8% of opening area and 
controls the recirculating particles flow rate.  
The particles are injected from the solids feed pipe, by adjusting the auxiliary liquid flow 
rate, the quantity of recirculating particles from the storage vessel can be controlled. When 
auxiliary liquid velocity is zero, there will be no particles enter the riser. Introducing the 
auxiliary liquid flow to start feeding particles and with the lifting effect from both auxiliary 
liquid and primary liquid, all particles can be fluidized and entrained out of the riser. Then 
they are separated from the liquid in the liquid-solid separator, and ejected into the downer, 
finally reach to the solids feed pipe again and complete the circulation. 
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Figure 2.1: Experimental setup of the LSCFB riser 
In this study, two different operating conditions with spherical glass beads operated by 
Razzak [1] are selected to study the effects of different drag models, near wall treatments, 
specularity coefficient and restitution coefficient, and one operating condition with 
irregular plastic beads from Sang [32] is chosen to investigate the drag model for irregular 
particles. All the simulations are conducted under the ambient temperature and tap water. 
The detailed operation conditions and physical properties of the particles and liquid are 
listed in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1: Operation conditions and physical properties of the particles and liquid 
Parameters 
Liquid 
phase 
density 
(kg/m3) 
Liquid 
phase 
viscosity 
(kg/m-s) 
Particle 
density 
(kg⁄m3) 
Particle 
diameter 
(μm) 
Particle 
sphericity 
Superficial 
liquid 
velocity 
(cm/s) 
Superficial 
solid 
velocity 
(cm/s)  
Operating 
condition #1 
998.2 0.001003 2500 500 1 11.2 0.747 
Operating 
condition #2 
998.2 0.001003 2500 500 1 35 1.193 
Operating 
condition #3 
998.2 0.001003 1520 580 0.7 28 0.4 
2.3 Numerical models 
The Eulerian-Eulerian based CFD model is used to solve the governing equations for both 
continuous liquid phase and discrete solid phase. The governing equation for the 
continuous liquid phase is closed by the k-ε turbulence model and the governing equation 
for the discrete solid phase is closed by the models based on kinetic theory of granular 
phase (KTGP). Those constitutive equations are derived based on different theoretical 
assumptions and empirical correlations. 
2.3.1 Governing equations 
The continuity and momentum equations are given as: 
    0q q q q qv
t
   

 

, 1q
q
   (1) 
     2l l l l l l l l l l sl s lv v p g K v v
t
       

       

  
 Tl l l l lv v       
     2s s s s s s s s s s s ls l sv v p p g K v v
t
       

        

  
  2
3
T
ss s s s s s s sv v v I     
 
      
 
 (2) 
where q  is the volume fraction of phase q.  
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For the continuous liquid phase, a k-ε turbulence model is employed to close the governing 
equations. Since the dispersed k-ε model is computationally less expensive and predicts 
the hydrodynamics equally well as the per-phase turbulence model [33], it is used in the 
simulations and is given as: 
     , , 2 2 3t ll l l l l l l l l l k q l l l sl l l s
k
k v k k G K k k
t

        

 
•  •       
  
  
       , 1 , 2 2 2 2 3t l l ll l l l l l l l l l k l l l ls l l s
l l
v C G C C K k k
t k k
  

  
          

 
•  •       
  
 (3) 
For the solid phase, the KTGP is employed to model the viscosity, stresses and pressure of 
solid phase which are used in the momentum conservation equation. Based on the KTGP, 
the viscosity, pressure and stresses for the solid phase can be determined by the granular 
temperature, which is the mean square of a random particle velocity. The constitutive 
equations for the solid phase are summarized in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Constitutive equations for the solid phase 
Solids pressure   2 ,2 1s s s s s ss s O ss sP e g          (Lun et al. [34]) 
Radial distribution function 
1
1/3
,
,max
1 sO ss
s
g



  
       
 
(Ding and Gidaspow [6]) 
Solids shear stress , , ,s s col s kin s fr       
Collisional viscosity  , ,
4
1
5
s
s col s s s O ss ssd g e  


   (Gidaspow et al. [14]) 
Kinetic viscosity 
 
  , ,
2
1 1 3 1
6 3 5
s s s s
s kin ss ss s O ss
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d
e e g
e
  
 
  
      
 (Syamlal et al. [35]) 
Frictional viscosity ,
2
sin
2
s
s fr
D
P
I

    (Schaeffer [36]) 
Bulk viscosity  2 ,
4
1
3
s
s s s s O ss ssd g e  


    (Lun et al. [34]) 
Granular conductivity 
 
   
 
2
, ,
15 12 16
1 4 3 41 33
4 41 33 5 15
1
1
2
s s s
s s O ss s O ss
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d
k g g
e
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
  
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  (Syamlal et al. [35]) 
Collisional dissipation of energy 
 2 , 2 3/212 1 ss O ss
s s s s
s
e g
d
  



    (Lun et al. [34]) 
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2.3.2 Drag models 
The drag force is one of the dominate terms in the momentum equation and represents the 
momentum exchange between phases. Six widely used drag models are investigated in this 
study.  
Syamlal O’Brien drag model [13] 
The Syamlal O’Brien drag model gives the correlation between the multi-particle system 
and single particle system by the velocity-voidage function. 
For a particle flows in a fluid, the drag force can be written as 
   
2
drag
1
2
g D g s p ls g sF C u u A K u u                                        (4) 
where pA  is the cross-sectional area of a particle and lsK  represents the fluid-solid 
exchange coefficient. For a multi-particles flow, assuming there are n particles inside a 
control volume, which are related to the bed voidage as 
 
3
6 1 g
p
n
d



                                                                    (5) 
Therefore, lsK  can be rewritten as 
 3 1
4
g g g
ls D s g
p
K C u u
d
  
                                               (6) 
However, this equation doesn’t take particle interactions into consideration, while the 
fluidized bed is a multi-particle system which is far more complicated than the individual 
particulate flow. Therefore, Syamlal O’Brien employed the velocity-voidage function to 
bridge the two different systems [13]. 
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For a single particle under terminal settling conditions, the drag force equals to the buoyant 
weight. 
 
2 2 3
4 2 6
p f t p
Dts s f
d U d
C g
  
                                              (7) 
where DtsC  is the drag coefficient of a single particle under the terminal settling condition. 
Eq. (7) can be rewritten as 
23 Re
4
Dts tsC Ar                                              ( 8 ) 
where Ar  is Archimedes number, which is only related to the properties of the fluid and 
solids. Similarly, the relationship for a multi-particle system can be expressed as 
23 Re
4
Dt tC Ar                                                          (9 ) 
where DtC  is the drag coefficient for a multi-particle system. Based on Eqs. (8) and (9), 
the following correlation can be obtained, 
2
Re
Re
ts
Dt Dts
t
C C
 
  
 
                                                                       (10) 
Using the velocity-voidage function 
1Re
Re
nt t
ts ts
U
Vr
U
     defined by Richardson-
Zaki [11], Eq. (10) becomes, 
2 2
(Re ) (Re / )
(Re , ) Dts ts Dts t rDt t
r r
C C V
C
V V
                                                    (11) 
By dropping the subscript t in Eq. (11), the general expression of DC  can be obtained for a 
multi-particle system.   
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Therefore, the fluid-solid exchange coefficient lsK  for Syamlal O’Brien drag model [13] 
is defined as 
2
, ,
3 Re
4
s l l
ls D s l
r s s r s
K C v v
v d v
    
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                                                                                     (13) 
where the drag coefficient is from Dalla Valle [37] 
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And the relative Reynolds number has the form as 
Re
l s s l
l
d v v


                                                                           (15) 
The velocity-voidage correlation ,r sv  is from Garside and Al-Dibouni [38]. 
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By substituting 
, Re/ Rer s sv   in Eq. (16), we have 
     2 2, 0.5 0.06Re 0.06Re 0.12Re 2r sv A B A A                                 (17) 
Gidaspow drag model [14] 
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To cover all flow situations, Gidaspow [14] combined the Ergun equation [9] and Wen-Yu 
drag model [12]. 
When 0.8l  , the Wen-Yu drag model [12] is adopted: 
2.653
4
s l l s l
sl D l
s
v v
K C
d
  
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

                                              (18) 
where  
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    
When 0.8l  , the Ergun equation [9] is adopted: 
 
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l s s ls l l
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d d
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
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Huilin-Gidaspow drag model [15] 
To avoid the discontinuity of the Gidaspow drag model [14] at 0.8l  ,  a blending 
function was used in Huilin-Gidaspow drag model [15], which is defined as 
 1sl sl Ergun sl Wen YuK K K                                                  (20) 
where 
  arctan 262.5 0.21
2
s



    
Gibilaro drag model [10] 
Based on the Ergun equation [9], Gibilaro [10] extended its applicability to the dilute 
particle system by relating the energy dissipation in the fluidized bed with the 
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unrecoverable pressure loss to obtain the particle drag force under the fully expanded limit 
condition. The Gibilaro drag model is shown below [10]. 
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where the Reynolds number is defined as 
Re
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l
d v v 


   
Single particle drag correlation [8] 
The liquid-solid fluidization is homogeneous. Hence, the single particle drag correlation is 
also considered and the results are compared with the multi-particle drag models. The 
single particle drag correlation used here is from Lewis et al. [8]. 
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2.3.3 Adjustment of the drag model 
Adjusted Syamlal-Obrien drag model [16] 
With wide use of the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [13], people encountered the situation 
where the operating conditions are remarkably differed from the original experimental 
conditions. To extend its applicability, the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [13] can be 
adjusted by matching the predicted minimum fluidization velocity with the experimental 
data and the constants c1 and d1 can be modified correspondingly. 
Under the minimum fluidization conditions, the Eq. (16) can be rewritten as 
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                                                              (23) 
The minimum fluidization condition and terminal settling condition can be considered the 
same for a single particle. Therefore, the terminal settling Reynolds number Rets  is defined 
by substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (8). 
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where the Archimedes number is related to the drag coefficient and the Reynolds number 
 32
l
s s l
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Ar d g

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
                                                               (25) 
The minimum fluidization Reynolds number for the multi-particle system Remf  can be 
determined by the experimental measuring data. Furthermore, the drag coefficient and 
velocity-voidage correlation are the same as those in the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [13] 
and the relationship between coefficient c1 and d1 is defined as follow to ensure the 
continuity of B.  
1
10
1 0.85
10
log
1.28
log
c
d                                                                      (26) 
For most cases, once the particle properties and the minimum fluidization condition are 
known, c1 and d1 can be determined 
Drag model for irregular particles 
The drag force between the liquid and solid mainly depends on the local slip velocity, bed 
voidage, liquid properties, and solid properties, including particle density, size, and shape. 
However, the six drag models mentioned above are all derived based on spherical particles, 
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it is essential to take the sphericity into consideration for the irregular particle cases. 
Therefore, a new drag model, which is a modified Syamlal-O’Brien drag model, is 
proposed in the work. The numerical results from the new drag model are validated by 
comparing them with the experimental data from Sang [32] where the experiments were 
conducted using plastic beads with irregular shapes. 
Since the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [13] is based on the single particle drag model and 
the velocity-voidage function for spherical particles, the idea of modification is to replace 
them by the correlations for irregular particles. 
There are different shape factors and corresponding empirical drag correlations for single 
non-spherical particles. Therefore, the single non-spherical particle drag coefficient 
proposed by Haider and Levenspiel [25] are employed in this research. 
    
 
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 (27) 
The shape factor 
s
S
  , where s  is the surface area of a sphere having the same volume 
as the irregular particle, and S  is the actual surface area of the irregular particle [19]. 
The correlation for the velocity-voidage function, which is a function of the shape factor, 
is from Cleasby and Fan [30]. 
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U
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where  spericaln n

   and  
0.8840.3632.9237 Re t   . The sphericaln  is the “n” value 
form RZ equation [11]. 
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Therefore, by applying Eq. (12), the drag coefficient for irregular multi-particle systems 
can be obtained. 
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2.3.4 Near wall treatment 
In this study, three different near wall treatments are implemented and examined. The first 
one is the scalable wall function [17], which is a Y+ independent wall function and it is a 
modified version of the standard wall function. The second one is the enhanced wall 
treatment [17], which is based on the two-layer models with a blend function. The third 
one is the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment [17], in which a source term is introduced 
in the transport equation of the turbulence kinetic energy and the modified momentum 
equations are used. 
Scalable Wall Functions [17] 
The scalable wall function can avoid the computational deterioration when y*<11 by 
adding a selector. 
 * limit*, *y MAX y y                                                              (30) 
where 
limit*y  =11.225. Hence, if y*>11.225, the standard and scalable wall functions are 
identical. It should be noted that the y* and Y+ are approximately equal in the equilibrium 
turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, the y* is used in ANSYS Fluent. 
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Enhanced Wall Treatment [17] 
By modifying the turbulence model, the enhanced wall treatment ensures to resolve the 
viscous sublayer with a refined mesh where the first wall-adjunct grid meets Y+=1. The 
two-layer approach is employed to specify both   and the turbulent viscosity in the near-
wall cells [17]. 
Menter-Lechner  - Equation [17] 
To avoid the drawbacks of the enhanced wall treatment, such as mistreat the region with 
low values of turbulence kinetic energy as the near wall region, the errors with the 
calculations for pressure gradient (non-equilibrium) flows and the oscillation if a coarse 
first mesh is used, the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment is introduced. In the Menter-
Lechner wall treatment, a source term is added to the k   turbulence model instead of 
replacing   and turbulent viscosity from separate equations in the near wall region. 
2.4 Numerical methodology 
To simulate the two-phase flows in the LSCFB shown in Fig 2.1, the riser is simplified to 
a 2D-planar as shown in Fig 2.2 and the mesh information can be seen from Table 2.3. Due 
to the potential instantaneous non-axisymmetric flow structures within LSCFBs, the 2D 
planar mesh is created and the results are time averaged for 20s after reaching the stable 
condition. In addition, with the use of enhanced wall treatment, the Y+  1 should be 
satisfied for the first wall adjacent grid. Therefore, the finer grid is used in the near wall 
region with an expand ratio of 1.05 for the cell size from the wall to the center of the bed. 
Besides, to correctly represent the complex flow structures at the inlet, the mesh in the inlet 
region has been refined as shown in Fig 2.3 and the expand ratio is set as 1.05 as well.  
The mesh independence is examined for the operating condition #3 using three different 
grids, 601500, 1002500 and 1202500, in the x and y directions, respectively. The 
radial profiles of the solids concentration at different bed heights, H=1.01m, 2.02m, 3.03m 
and 3.82m, are compared. It is found that the difference in the results for all three meshes 
is less than 0.5%. Therefore, the medium mesh (100  2500) is used to reduce the 
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calculation time while ensure the accuracy. The mesh information for different operating 
conditions is given in Table 2.3.  
For the boundary conditions, at the inlet, which is located at the bottom of the riser, both 
the liquid and particles are of uniform velocities. At the outlet, outflow condition is used 
due to the fully developed flow condition at the outlet. On the wall, the no-slip condition 
is used for the liquid phase, and partial slip Johnson and Jackson [18] boundary condition 
is used for the solid phase. The dispersed k-ε turbulence model is used for the liquid phase 
while the particle-particle collision restitution coefficient is set as 0.95 for the solid phase. 
The phase coupled SIMPLE scheme is used for the pressure-velocity coupling, the power 
law is chosen to discretize the convection terms for the k-ε turbulence model and granular 
temperature while the QUICK is chosen for mass and momentum governing equations. 
Besides, the time step size is set as 1x10-04 s and the convergence criteria is set as 5x10-05. 
The parameters in the proposed drag model for irregular particles can be determined based 
on the sphericity of the particles used in the experimental work by Sang [32], which is 0.7. 
The proposed drag model is compiled into Fluent solver by User Defined Function (UDF) 
and the UDF file is given in Appendix B. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of the LSCFB riser 
 
Figure 2.3: Diagram of the 
mesh created for simulations 
Table 2.3: Mesh information for different operating conditions 
Parameters 
Domain size 
(m) 
Number of 
control 
volumes 
Wall space 
for first grid 
(m) 
Increasing 
ratio along 
radius 
Increasing 
ratio along 
axis 
Maximum 
aspect ratio 
Operating 
condition #1 
0.07625.97 1002500 0.00015 1.05 1.05 16.73 
Operating 
condition #2 
0.03815.97 1002500 0.000052 1.05 1.05 41.12 
Operating 
condition #3 
0.07625.2 1002500 0.000064 1.05 1.05 29.48 
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2.5 Results and discussion 
The numerical models described above are employed to predict the flow field and 
hydrodynamics of a LSCFB riser. The effects of the drag models for spherical and irregular 
particles, the near wall treatments for the turbulence flow and the coefficients for the 
Johnson and Jackson [18] boundary conditions are examined by comparing the numerical 
results with the experimental data. Besides, the effects of some critical parameters affecting 
the predictions are analyzed. 
2.5.1 Studies of the drag models for spherical particles 
To investigate the influence of drag models on the numerical results for spherical particle 
systems, the simulations are conducted using six different drag correlations with the 
enhanced wall treatment under two operating conditions, Operating Conditions #1 and #2 
as shown in Table 2.1. For the adjusted Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [16], the parameters 
for the velocity-voidage correlation c1 and d1, which only depend on the properties of 
particles and fluid, are adjusted to 0.304 and 8.605, respectively, for both operating 
conditions to match with the experimental data. 
The comparisons for the radial solids holdup profiles using different drag modes with the 
enhanced wall treatment are shown in Figs 2.4 and 2.5 under two operating conditions, 
respectively.  
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Figure 2.4: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different drag models under Ul= 11.2 cm/s and Us= 0.747 cm/s 
 (a) H= 1.01m and (b) H= 3.82m 
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Figure 2.5: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different drag models under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s  
(a) H= 1.01m and (b) H= 3.82m 
All the predicted radial solids holdup distributions have the same trend. It is due to the 
frictions and no slip conditions between the liquid and the wall in wall bounded flows. The 
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liquid velocity decreases towards the wall and finally approaches to 0 near the wall, which 
leads to the same trend for the solid velocity. Therefore, the solids concentration is higher 
at the near wall region and lower at the central region. However, all the simulations tend 
to overestimate the solids holdup compared to the experimental data and the increase in the 
solids holdup towards the wall is not as obvious as that shown in the experiment. The 
difference between the numerical results and experimental data are listed in Tables 2.4 and 
2.5 under different operating conditions. 
Table 2.4: Difference between the numerical results and experimental data using 
different drag models H=3.82m under Ul= 11.2 cm/s and Us= 0.747 cm/s 
r/R 
Experimental 
solids holdup 
Gibilaro 
Syamlal 
O'Brien 
Adjusted Syamlal 
O'Brien 
Gidaspow 
Huilin-
Gidaspow 
0 0.0895 56.42% 10.85% 2.23% 22.73% 24.49% 
0.2 0.0895 56.42% 10.85% 2.23% 22.75% 24.50% 
0.49 0.0916 53.38% 8.31% 3.93% 20.02% 21.48% 
0.64 0.0936 50.64% 5.99% 5.98% 17.55% 18.74% 
0.76 0.1017 39.13% 2.45% 11.50% 8.39% 9.12% 
0.86 0.1096 30.02% 9.48% 17.88% 1.09% 1.40% 
0.95 0.1138 28.30% 9.49% 17.40% 0.31% 1.05% 
Table 2.5: Difference between the numerical results and experimental data using 
different drag models at H=1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
r/R 
Experimental 
solids holdup 
Gibilaro 
Syamlal 
O'Brien 
Adjusted Syamlal 
O'Brien 
Single particle 
correlation 
Huilin-
Gidaspow 
0 0.036 22.03% 8.83% 5.56% 10.92% 11.33% 
0.2 0.036 22.08% 8.92% 6.39% 11.03% 11.39% 
0.49 0.037 20.46% 7.51% 4.86% 9.76% 9.89% 
0.64 0.0379 20.18% 6.83% 3.96% 8.89% 9.47% 
0.76 0.0395 18.03% 4.46% 1.34% 6.46% 7.24% 
0.86 0.0437 10.59% 3.02% 6.18% 1.14% 0.25% 
0.95 0.0471 5.99% 5.52% 8.70% 4.06% 2.91% 
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It is clear from the Tables 2.4 and 2.5, for the central region, among different drag models, 
the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [16] gives the best result while the Gibilaro 
model [10] shows the worst result. The results from Gidaspow [14] and Huilin-Gidaspow 
[15] models are almost the same and located between the Syamlal O’Brien drag model [13] 
and Gibilaro model [10]. As for the near wall region, due to the lower radial solids holdup 
increase towards to the wall in the numerical results as shown in Figs 2.4 and 2.5, the 
difference between the numerical results and experimental data becomes smaller in the 
near wall region. However, the smaller difference between the numerical and experimental 
results does not represent a better numerical prediction since the increase trend on the radial 
solids holdup towards to the wall is not correctly predicted by the numerical model. 
Therefore, a better numerical prediction should give a lower solids concentration at the 
central region (which is obtained by employing the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model) 
and a higher solids holdup at the near wall region, which leads to the investigations of the 
near wall treatment. 
The granular temperature is also an important parameter. By applying the kinetic theory of 
granular phase, solids pressure and solids viscosity can be determined by the granular 
temperature. Generally, the granular temperature represents the random kinetic energy of 
particles per unit mass and it greatly depends on the particle velocity fluctuations. 
Therefore, a higher granular temperature reflects a higher velocity fluctuation and more 
intense particle collision, which results in a lower solids velocity and higher solids 
concentration. Figs 2.6 and 2.7 show the radial granular temperature distribution under two 
different operating conditions. It is obvious that the predicted granular temperature from 
the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [16] is lower than that from the Syamlal O’Brien 
drag model [13]. The granular temperatures from the Gidaspow [14] and Huilin-Gidaspow 
[15] drag models are almost identical and higher than that from the Syamlal O’Brien model 
[16]. Besides, the Gibilaro drag model [10] provides the highest radial granular temperature 
distribution and results in the highest solids concentration as shown in Fig 2.7. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the radial distributions of the granular temperature 
using different drag models at H= 3.82m under Ul= 11.2 cm/s and Us= 0.747 cm/s 
 
Figure 2.7: Comparison of the radial distributions of the granular temperature 
using different drag models at H= 1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
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From both solids holdup and granular temperature comparisons, it can be seen among all 
the drag models, the Gibilaro model [10] tends to provide the least accurate results. It is 
probably due to the fact that it was developed from the Ergun equation [9], which was 
based on the pressure drops of different fixed beds. Even it was modified by considering 
the fully expanded bed condition, it still cannot correctly represent the flow filed in 
LSCFBs. Besides, it is also noticed from the validation of the drag model by Gibilaro [10] 
that within a liquid solid fluidized bed system, it prominently improves the accuracy of the 
Ergun equation [9]. However, there is still significant gap between the model predictions 
and the experimental data. The second least accurate drag models are Gidaspow model [14] 
and Huilin-Gidaspow model [15]. Those two models are almost identical and were 
developed based on the semi-empirical correlation of Ergun equation [9] and Wen-Yu 
model [12]. For the LSCFB under the two operating conditions considered in this study, 
the bed voidage is always greater than 0.85, hence, the Wen-Yu drag model [12] is used in 
the Gidaspow and Huilin-Gidaspow models [14, 15]. Therefore, it is found the Wen-Yu 
drag model [12] performs better than Gibilaro drag model [10] but still need to improve to 
be applied in LSCFBs. As for the Syamlal O’Brien drag model [13], the derivation of the 
semi-empirical correlation was based on both gas-solid and liquid-solid fluidized beds, 
therefore, it can provide better predictions for the LSCFBs. However, the general drag 
models cannot always provide satisfactory predictions for different cases. By adjusting the 
parameters of 
,r sv  correspondingly, the adjusted Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [16] can 
provide better predictions. In addition, the single particle correlation [8] can provide 
relatively satisfactory results, it is mainly due to the low solids concentration and 
homogeneous flow structures in the LSCFB, which is similar to the dilute single particulate 
flow.  
2.5.2 Studies of the near wall treatments 
Based on the comparisons between different drag models, it can be seen the distribution of 
the solids holdup at the central region is improved by using a more accurate drag model. 
However, there is no significant improvement at the near wall region. For a wall bounded 
flow, an accurate representation at near wall region can significantly improve the numerical 
results. Therefore, three different near-wall treatment methods, the scalable wall function 
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[17], enhanced wall treatment [17] and Menter-Lechner method [17] are investigated in 
this study. The comparisons for the radial solids holdup and granular temperature profiles 
are shown in Figs 2.8 and 2.9 under Operating Condition #2, and the difference between 
numerical results and experimental data is presented in Table 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different near wall treatments at H= 1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
Table 2.6: Difference between the numerical results and experimental data using 
different near wall treatments at H=1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
r/R 
Experimental 
solids holdup 
Enhanced wall 
treatment 
Menter-Lechner 
near wall treatment 
Scalable wall 
function 
0 0.036 6.22% 5.56% 6.17% 
0.2 0.036 6.31% 5.56% 6.19% 
0.49 0.037 4.95% 4.35% 3.30% 
0.64 0.0379 3.93% 4.85% 0.92% 
0.76 0.0395 1.34% 4.00% 3.16% 
0.86 0.0437 6.20% 1.60% 12.49% 
0.95 0.0471 8.73% 2.34% 18.87% 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids granular 
temperature using different near wall treatments at H= 1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s 
and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
It can be seen from Fig 2.8 that the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment gives the best 
agreement with the experimental data and the solids volume fraction at the near wall region 
is significantly increased. The scalable near wall function results in an almost flat solids 
distribution, i.e. no increase in the solids holdup at the near wall region. With the adjusted 
Syamlal O’Brien drag model, the solids holdup distributions at the central region using all 
near wall treatments show good agreements, while the difference between the numerical 
results using the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment and experimental data at the near wall 
region decreases significantly, which represents the improvement in the numerical 
predictions. Furthermore, from the comparison of the granular temperature shown in Fig 
2.9, there is a modest increase in the granular temperature near the wall by using the 
Menter-Lechner near wall treatment compared with that from the enhanced wall treatment, 
which results in a higher velocity fluctuation and more intense particle collisions, and leads 
to a lower solids velocity and higher solids concentration near the wall. As for the scalable 
wall function, it is clear that the distributions of both solids holdup and granular 
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temperature are almost flat, which does not agree with the experimental data. Therefore, 
the scalable wall function is not suitable for the fine mesh (Y+ is less than 1) used in this 
study.  
To evaluate the influence of the near wall treatment on the performance of different drag 
models, the simulations using different drag models with the Menter-Lechner near wall 
treatment [17] are carried out in this study. The comparison of the radial solids holdup is 
shown in Fig 2.10 and the difference between numerical results and experimental data is 
shown in Table 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.10: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different drag models at H=1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
Table 2.7: Difference between the numerical results and experimental data using 
different drag models at H=1.01m under Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
r/R 
Experimental 
solids holdup 
Adjusted 
Syamlal-O'Brien 
Syamlal-
O'Brien 
Gidaspow Gibilaro 
0 0.036 5.56% 8.67% 11.36% 22.00% 
0.2 0.036 5.56% 8.83% 11.36% 22.00% 
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0.49 0.037 4.35% 6.41% 9.32% 19.57% 
0.64 0.0379 4.85% 6.78% 9.82% 19.82% 
0.76 0.0395 4.00% 6.10% 9.04% 19.27% 
0.86 0.0437 1.60% 0.64% 3.46% 14.03% 
0.95 0.0471 2.34% 1.04% 0.81% 8.81% 
Averaged difference 4.04% 5.50% 7.88% 17.93% 
It is noticed that the trend of the performance of different drag models using the Menter-
Lechner near wall treatment [17] is the same as that shown in Fig 2.5 where the enhanced 
wall treatment was applied, i.e. the adjusted Syamlal-O’Brien drag model still provides the 
best numerical predictions compared with other drag models. However, it is observed the 
solids holdup at the near wall region is significantly improved by using the Menter-Lechner 
near wall treatment. In addition, it is clear as shown in Table 2.7 that using the adjusted 
Syamlal O’Brien drag model and Menter-Lechner near wall treatment will result in the best 
agreements for the numerical predictions with the experimental data. 
2.5.3 Studies of the specularity and restitution coefficients 
The boundary conditions are very important for the wall bounded flows, such as the 
multiphase flows in LSCFBs. For the liquid phase, the near wall treatment is used to resolve 
the flow in the near wall region. While for the solid phase, the interactions between the 
particles and the wall are modeled using the specularity coefficient and restitution 
coefficient, which are discussed in this section. 
The restitution coefficient stands for the ratio of the velocity change during the collision 
between the particles and the wall, which is implemented in the Johnson-Jackson granular 
boundary conditions [18]. It varies from 0 to 1, from the inelastic collision to the elastic 
collision. It is found the restitution coefficient is close to unity for particles and the wall in 
LSCFBs due to the lubrication effect brought by liquid film [39]. Therefore, the restitution 
coefficients of 0.85, 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99 are investigated in this paper. Similarly, the 
specularity coefficient is also specified in the Johnson-Jackson boundary conditions [18]. 
When it is zero, the condition is described as zero shear at the wall, while the unity 
represents there is a significant amount of lateral momentum transfer at the wall [17]. To 
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investigate the sensitivity of predicted hydrodynamics to the specularity coefficient, the 
specularity coefficient of 0.00005, 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05 and 0.5 are selected. The 
comparisons of radial solids holdup distributions using different restitution and specularity 
coefficients are shown in Figs 2.11 and 2.12. 
 
Figure 2.11: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different restitution coefficients for the specularity coefficient of 0.0005 under 
Ul= 35 cm/s and Us= 1.193 cm/s 
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Figure 2.12: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup using 
different specularity coefficient for the restitution coefficient of 0.95 under 
Ul= 35 cm/s and Us=1.193 cm/s 
For the restitution coefficient, it can be seen from Fig 2.11 that there is no notable variation 
for the radial solids holdup distributions under different restitution coefficients at both 
locations along the riser, which indicates the flow field in the LSCFB is not sensitive to the 
restitution coefficient between the particles and wall. As for the specularity coefficient, Fig 
2.12 shows the comparison of the radial solids holdup under different specularity 
coefficients. It can be clearly seen that there is not much difference when the specularity 
coefficient is between 0.00005 and 0.05. However, the solids holdup increases significantly 
at the near wall region when the specularity coefficient is 0.5, which means within the 
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LSCFB system, the solids distribution is not sensitive to the specularity coefficient until it 
reaches a critical value. However, specularity coefficient at 0.5 is not physically possible 
since the particle-wall collisions in LSCFBs should be close to elastic. Therefore, the 
specularity coefficient and restitution coefficient are chosen as 0.0005 and 0.95 for the rest 
of calculations. 
At last, the numerical solutions with the adjusted Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [16], the 
Menter-Lechner near wall treatment and the optimal values for the restitution and 
specularity coefficients under two different operating conditions are shown in Figs 2.13 
and 2.14. 
 
Figure 2.13: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup under 
Ul = 11.2cm/s and Us= 0.747cm/s at different axial locations 
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Figure 2.14: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup under 
Ul = 35cm/s and Us =1.193cm/s at different axial locations 
It can be seen the simulation results of both operating conditions at different heights have 
good agreements with the experimental data, i.e. lower solids concentration at the central 
region and higher solids concentration near the wall. However, with the increase of the 
height along the riser, the agreement between the numerical results and experimental data 
is not as good as those at the lower part of the riser. 
2.5.4 Studies of the drag model for irregular particles 
Since irregular particles are often used in industrial applications and the sphericity of the 
particles will affect the hydrodynamics within the LSCFB system, it is essential to take the 
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sphericity into consideration during the design or scale-up of the fluidized bed. In the 
present work, to investigate the influence of the particle shapes on the drag models. The 
simulations are carried out by employing the modified drag model for irregular particles 
with the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment and Johnson-Jackson boundary conditions 
under the Operating Condition #3 in Table 2.1. The numerical results are compared with 
the experimental data. In addition, the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien model [16], where c1 and 
d1 are adjusted to 0.282 and 9.074, respectively, for Operating Condition #3 with irregular 
particles, is also implemented to see how it works for irregular particles in the LSCFB 
system.  
The comparisons for radial solids holdup profiles using different drag models are shown in 
Fig 2.15. 
 
Figure 2.15: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids holdup for different 
drag models at H=3.98m under Ul=28 cm/s and Us=0.4 cm/s with irregular particles 
It is clear the radial solids holdup distribution for irregular plastic beads has the analogous 
manner as spherical glass beads, i.e. lower solids concentration at the central region and 
higher solids concentration near the wall, which indicates different particle shapes will not 
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alter the basic hydrodynamic behaviors of the LSCFB system. For the numerical 
predictions, all the simulations tend to overestimate the solids holdup compare to the 
experimental data. Among those different drag models, it is obvious the irregular particle 
drag model gives the best results, the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien model [16] is the next best 
one, and followed by the Gidaspow model [14]. Besides, due to the use of the Menter-
Lechner near wall treatment, the radial solids concentration near the wall shows good 
agreement with the experimental data. 
The radial granular temperature distributions using different drag models under Operating 
Condition #3 are shown in Fig 2.16. 
 
Figure 2.16: Comparison of the radial distributions of the granular temperature 
using different drag models at H=3.98m under Ul=28 cm/s and Us=0.4 cm/s with 
irregular particles 
It is obvious that the granular temperature from the irregular particle drag model is lower 
than the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien model [16] drag model and the Gidaspow [14] drag 
model gives the highest granular temperature distribution. The predictions of the granular 
temperature are consistent with the solids holdup distributions. 
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It can be seen among all the drag models, the Gidaspow drag model [14] always gives the 
least accurate results. It is reasonable as mentioned in the previous section, when the bed 
voidage is greater than 0.85, the Wen-Yu drag model [12] is used and it does not take the 
shape factor into consideration. Therefore, the Gidaspow drag model [14] is not suitable 
for the irregular LSCFB system. As for the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [16] and 
the irregular particle drag model, they are obtained by the same concept, which is by 
implementing the velocity-voidage function to the single particle drag correlation to obtain 
the drag model for multi-particle systems. For the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model 
[16], both the single particle drag model from Dalla Valle [38] and velocity-voidage 
function from Garside and Al-Dibouni [37] were obtained based on spherical particles in 
gas or liquid-solid systems. Therefore, by modifying c1 and d1 which depend on particle 
properties, there is improvement for the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [16] 
compared with the Gidaspow drag model [14]. However, for the irregular particle drag 
model, the sphericity has been directly taken into consideration in both single particle drag 
model and velocity-voidage function. The single non-spherical particle drag model is 
adopted from Haider and Levenspiel [25] which was obtained from 419 isometric data 
points for 5Re 2.5 10   (including irregular particles like octahedrons, cubes, 
tetrahedrons, disks, etc.) and 408 data points for 5Re 2.6 10   (including spherical 
particles to test the applicability when the sphericity is 1). Then, the velocity-voidage 
function is chosen from Cleasby and Fan [30], which was obtained from the experimental 
studies for irregular particles such as sand, anthracite and flints, etc. Therefore, by directly 
taking sphericity into consideration, the irregular particle based semi-empirical drag model 
is more accurate than the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [16], which was based on 
the spherical particles. 
2.6 Conclusions 
A numerical study has been carried out in this work on the effects of the drag models, near-
wall treatments and wall boundary conditions on the predictions of the turbulent liquid-
solid two-phase flows in a fluidized bed. For the spherical particle systems, it is found that 
the adjusted Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [16] provides the best agreement with the 
experimental data at the central region while the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment gives 
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a more realistic solution at the near wall region. In addition, the numerical predictions are 
not sensitive to the specularity coefficient and restitution coefficient. For the irregular 
particle systems, it is concluded that by including the shape factor into the single non-
spherical particle drag model and velocity-voidage function to account for the effect of the 
irregular particles, it can improve the agreements between the numerical and experimental 
results. In future works, the comprehensive numerical model proposed in this study will be 
adopted to investigate the influence of the superficial liquid velocity, superficial solid 
velocity and particle density acts on the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs 
. 
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Chapter 3  
3 Numerical Investigations of Hydrodynamics in Liquid-
Solid Circulating Fluidized Beds under Different 
Operating Conditions 
3.1 Introduction 
Fluidization is characterized as an operation in which solid particles are suspended in gas 
or liquid flows and converted from the solid-like state to the fluid-like state. Based on the 
characterization of fluid medias, fluidization can be cataloged as gas-solid fluidization, 
liquid-solid fluidization and gas-liquid-solid fluidization. The liquid-solid fluidization is 
formed when the solid particles are fluidized by the lift effect of vertical upward liquid 
flows. With the unique liquid-solid contacting features of the particle suspension, 
numerous advantages are introduced in the liquid-solid fluidized bed, such as higher 
contact efficiency, excellent mass and heat transfer and so on. With decades of 
development, the liquid-solid fluidized bed (LSFB) reactors have obtained extensive 
attractions in diverse fields of industrial process, such as in biochemical technology, 
wastewater treatment, petroleum and metallurgical industries [1]. 
For the liquid-solid fluidized bed, with the increase of liquid velocity, the fluidization will 
go through the fixed bed regime, the conventional fluidization regime, the circulating 
fluidization regime and the dilute transport regime. For a suspension of a bed of particles, 
the drag force acting on particles should balance their weights, which is defined as the 
minimum fluidization velocity condition, mfU . For the liquid velocity lower than mfU , it 
is within the fixed bed regime. Increasing the liquid velocity beyond the mfU  leads to the 
suspension of particles and the conventional fluidization regime is obtained. Further 
increasing liquid velocity, it reaches the circulating fluidization regime where most of 
particles can be entrained out of the bed and needed to recirculate back to the bottom of 
the bed. With further increase of liquid flow rate, the dilute transport regime is formed. 
The hydrodynamics of each fluidization regime are different. The conventional fluidized 
bed has been studied extensively by lots of researchers. In terms of the flow structures, it 
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is widely observed that there is a clear boundary between the dense region at the bottom 
and the freeboard region at the top of the bed. With the increase of the liquid flow rate, the 
boundary between dense and dilute region raises with the homogeneous expansion of the 
bed. In 1985, Couderc [2] found the conventional fluidization can be considered as a 
dispersed homogenous fluidization where particles are uniformly distributed in both the 
axial and radial directions in the dense phase.  
Few works have been concentrated on the hydrodynamics of the liquid-solid circulating 
fluidized bed (LSCFB). For the axial hydrodynamic behaviors, Liang et al. [3], Zheng [4] 
and Razzak [5] reported the uniform axial solids holdup distribution under different 
operating conditions for light particles. However, it can be observed the non-uniformity of 
axial distribution increases with the increase of particle density. In addition, the overall 
cross-sectional average solid holdup increases with the increase of particle diameter and 
decreases with the increase of superficial liquid velocity. For the radial hydrodynamic 
behaviors, the radial non-uniformity of solids holdup distribution for glass beads is found 
by Liang and Zhu [6] and Roy et al. [7], which is presented as lower solids concentration 
at the central region and higher solids holdup near the wall. Zheng [8], Razzak [5] and Sang 
[9] extended the investigations for different operating conditions and particle properties, it 
is found the radial non-uniformity decreases with the increase of superficial liquid velocity 
and increases with the increase of superficial solid velocity. Besides, the particle size, 
density and sphericity have considerable influence on the hydrodynamics in LSCFB as 
well. All in all, although there are some radial or axial nonuniformities exist in LSCFB 
under some operating conditions, the flow structures of liquid-solid circulating fluidized 
bed are more homogeneous than the distributions in gas-solid circulating fluidized bed. 
To properly design and apply a liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed (LSCFB) for 
industrial purpose, it is necessary to model and scale up the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs. 
Start from 1950s, a series of mathematical models has been proposed, such as the two-
phase model for conventional fluidized beds and core-annulus model for circulating 
fluidized beds. However, those models cannot correctly and comprehensively solve the 
flow field of a complex system in fluidized beds. Therefore, the computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) modeling has become an effective tool to investigate the hydrodynamics 
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inside a CFB riser with the fast development of computer technology and multiphase flow 
models [10-13]. 
Generally, there are two major theories of describing gas-solid and liquid-solid two-phase 
flows: (1) the Eulerian-Lagrangian (E-L) approach where the particulate trajectory model 
is used for the solid-phase and the particle-particle interactions are neglected and (2) the 
Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) approach where two-fluid model is used for both phases. In this 
work, the Eulerian-Eulerian approach is employed since the solid volume fraction in 
LSCFBs is high and the interactions between particles need to be considered. By 
incorporating kinetic theory of granular phase (KTGP), the Eulerian-Eulerian based CFD 
model considers both fluid and solid phases as the interpenetrating continuum, and solves 
Mass and Momentum governing equations which are closed by the constitutive equations 
within a fixed control volume containing both phases [14].  
A few numerical studies have been conducted on the liquid-solid multiphase flows recently. 
Roy et al [15] simulated the flow field in LSCFB by the Eulerian two-phase flow model 
with the KTGP and examined the model with the experimental data. Cheng [16] did a 
parametric study on the particle-particle and particle-wall restitution coefficients for 
LSCFBs in 2005. Later, Cornelissen [17] worked on the conventional fluidized bed and 
investigated the influence of the inlet distributor, restitution coefficients and two different 
drag models. In 2014, Abbas [18] investigated the influence of three different k-ε 
turbulence models for LSCFBs. Nevertheless, more numerical studies are required to 
systematically investigate and improve the CFD models. Therefore, in previous chapter, a 
detailed study is conducted on the drag models, near wall treatments and boundary 
conditions due to the lack of studies in past years. 
In this work, a numerical study on the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs under different operating 
conditions and particle properties is carried out. The proposed CFD model from Chapter 2 
is applied. The numerical results for the influence of different superficial solid velocities 
and particle densities are compared with the available experimental data from Razzak [5] 
and Sang [9], and the influence of different superficial liquid velocities is discussed with 
the previous experimental observations. 
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3.2 Experimental setup of the LSCFB system 
The experimental studies on the liquid-solid two-phase flows in LSCFB by Razzak [5] and 
Sang [9] are simulated in the present work to investigate the hydrodynamic behaviors of 
the LSCFB riser and compared with experimental data. 
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig 3.1. It consists of two 
main sections: riser and downer. The riser is made of Plexiglas with 5.4m in height and 
0.0762m in diameter, and the downer is made of Plexiglas as well with 5.05m in height 
and 0.2m in diameter. The liquid-solid separator is located at the top of the riser for 
separating the entrained solids from the liquid and the solids circulation rate measurement 
device is located near the top of the downer. At the bottom of the riser, there are two liquid 
distributors, the seven primary liquid distributors are occupying 19.5% of the cross-
sectional bed area and extending 0.2m into the riser, and the auxiliary liquid distributor at 
the bottom is a porous plate with 4.8% of opening area and controls the recirculating 
particles flow rate.  
The particles are injected from the solids feed pipe, by adjusting the auxiliary flow rate, 
the quantity of recirculating particles from the storage vessel can be controlled, that is when 
auxiliary liquid velocity is zero, there will be no particles enter the riser. Introducing the 
auxiliary liquid flow to start feeding particles and with the lifting effect from both auxiliary 
liquid and primary liquid, all particles can be fluidized and entrained out of the riser. Then 
they are separated from the liquid in the liquid-solid separator, and ejected into the downer, 
finally reach to the solids feed pipe again and complete the circulation. 
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup for the LSCFB riser 
In this study, experiments under different operating conditions are simulated to study the 
general hydrodynamics and flow patterns of hydrodynamic behaviors for the LSCFB riser. 
The detailed operating conditions and physical properties of the particles and liquid are 
listed in Table 3.1. All the simulations are conducted under the ambient temperature and 
tap water. The operating condition under Ul=11.2cm/s and Us=0.95cm/s has been chosen 
as anchoring point. By varying the superficial solid velocity, the hydrodynamics from 
numerical predictions are compared with experimental data from Razzak [5], by varying 
the superficial liquid velocity, the numerical results are discussed with the expected 
hydrodynamics. Furthermore, the influence of particle density is investigated under the 
operating condition Ul=28cm/s and Us=0.4cm/s by Sang [9]. It should be noted the 
operating condition under Ul=11.2cm/s, Us=0.978cm/s is regarded as Us=0.95 cm/s since 
the difference can be neglected. 
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Table 3.1 Operation conditions and physical properties of the particles and liquid 
 Ul (cm/s) Us (cm/s) 
Liquid phase 
density (kg/m3) 
Liquid phase 
viscosity (kg/m-s) 
Particle diameter 
(mm) 
Particle density 
(kg/m3) 
Particle 
sphericity 
Razzak [5] - glass 
beads 
11.2 
0.747 
998.2 0.001003 
0.5 2500 1 
0.95 
1.121 
35 
1.193 
1.718 
8.4 
0.95 11.2 
22.4 
Sang [9] - plastic 
beads 
28 0.4 0.58 
1330 
0.7 
1520 
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3.3 Numerical models 
The Eulerian-Eulerian based CFD model is used to solve the governing equations of both 
continuous liquid phase and discrete solid phase. The governing equation for the 
continuous liquid phase is closed by the k-ε turbulence model and the governing equation 
for the discrete solid phase is closed by the models based on kinetic theory of granular 
phase (KTGP). Those constitutive equations are derived based on different theoretical 
assumptions and empirical equations. 
3.3.1 Governing equations 
The continuity and momentum equations are given as: 
    0q q q q qv
t
   

 

, 1q
q
   (1) 
     2l l l l l l l l l l sl s lv v p g K v v
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
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     2s s s s s s s s s s s ls l sv v p p g K v v
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T
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 
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 
 (2) 
Where q  is the volume fraction of phase q.  
For the continuous liquid phase, a k-ε turbulence model is employed to close the governing 
equations. Since the dispersed k-ε model for the liquid phase is computationally less 
expensive and it predicts the hydrodynamic quantities equally well as the per-phase 
turbulence model [17], it is used in the simulations and is given as 
     , , 2 2 3t ll l l l l l l l l l k q l l l sl l l s
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k v k k G K k k
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 (3) 
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For the solid phase, the kinetic theory of granular phase (KTGP) is employed to model the 
viscosity, stresses and pressure of the solid phase used in the momentum conservation 
equation. Based on the KTGP, the viscosity, pressure and stresses for the solid phase can 
be determined by the granular temperature, which is the mean square of a random particle 
velocity. Thus, the inter-particle interactions can be described theoretically and calculated. 
The constitutive equations for the solid phase are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 The constitutive correlations for the transport equations 
Solids pressure   2 ,2 1s s s s s ss s O ss sP e g          (Lun et al. [18]) 
Radial distribution function 
1
1/3
,
,max
1 sO ss
s
g



  
       
 
(Ding and Gidaspow [13]) 
Solids shear stress , , ,s s col s kin s fr       
Collisional viscosity  , ,
4
1
5
s
s col s s s O ss ssd g e  


   (Gidaspow et al. [20]) 
Kinetic viscosity 
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 (Syamlal et al. [21]) 
Frictional viscosity ,
2
sin
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s fr
D
P
I
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    (Schaeffer [22]) 
Bulk viscosity  2 ,
4
1
3
s
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Granular conductivity 
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Collisional dissipation of energy 
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3.3.2 Drag models 
The drag force is one of the dominate terms in momentum equations and represents the 
momentum exchange between phases. According to the investigations for drag models in 
chapter 2, the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [26] and irregular particle drag model 
are most suitable for the spherical and irregular particles in LSCFB systems respectively. 
The derivations and equations are presented below. 
Syamlal O’Brien drag model [23]: 
Both adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [26] and irregular particle drag model are based 
on modifications upon Syamlal O’Brien drag model [23]. The Syamlal O’Brien drag model 
correlated the drag models for multi-particle system and single particle system by the 
velocity-voidage function. 
For several separated particles flow separately in a fluid within a control volume, the fluid-
solid exchange coefficient can be written as: 
 3 1
4
g g g
ls D s g
p
K C u u
d
  
                                                (4) 
However, this equation doesn’t take particle interactions into consideration, while the 
fluidized bed is a multi-particle system which is far more complicated than the individual 
particulate flow. Therefore, Syamlal O’Brien introduce the velocity-voidage function 
rV  
to bridge the two different systems as follow: 
2
(Re/ )
(Re, ) Ds rD
r
C V
C
V
                                                      (5 ) 
Here the DsC  stands for drag coefficient of single particle system while the DC  represents 
drag coefficient for multi-particle system. In Syamlal O’Brien drag model, the drag 
coefficient from Dalla Valle [24] and velocity-vodiage function form Garside and Al-
Dibouni [25] are adopted. Therefore, the final drag correlation is presented as follow. 
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The fluid-solid exchange coefficient 
lsK is defined as 
2
, ,
3 Re
4
s l l s
sl D s l
r s s r s
K C v v
v d v
    
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 
                                              (6 ) 
where the drag coefficient is brought by Dalla Valle [24] 
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And the relative Reynolds number has the form as 
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l s s l
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The velocity-voidage correlation ,r sv  is from Garside and Al-Dibouni [25] 
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By substituting 
, Re/ Rer s sv   in Eq. (9), we get 
     2 2, 0.5 0.06Re 0.06Re 0.12Re 2r sv A B A A                                                    (10) 
Adjusted Syamlal-Obrien drag model [26]: 
With wide use of the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [23], people encountered the situation 
that some operating conditions are remarkably differed from the original experimental 
conditions. To extend its applicability, the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [23] can be 
adjusted by matching the predicted minimum fluidization velocity with the experimental 
data and the constants c1 and d1 can be modified correspondingly: 
Under the minimum fluidization conditions, the Eq. (9) can be rewritten as 
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                                                              (11) 
The minimum fluidization condition and terminal settling condition can be considered the 
same for a single particle. Therefore, the terminal settling Reynolds number Rets  is defined 
as 
 
2
0.5
24.8 2.52 4 / 3 4.8
Re
1.26
ts
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                                                (12) 
where the Archimedes number is related to the drag coefficient and the Reynolds number 
by 
 32
l
s s l
l
Ar d g

 

                                                               (13) 
The minimum fluidization Reynolds number for multi-particle system Remf  can be 
determined by the experimental measuring data. Furthermore, the drag coefficient and 
velocity-voidage correlation are the same as those in the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [23] 
and the relationship between coefficient c1 and d1 is defined as follow to ensure the 
continuity of B.  
1
10
1 0.85
10
log
1.28
log
c
d                                                                      (14) 
For most cases, once the particle properties and the minimum fluidization velocity are 
known, c1 and d1 can be determined. 
Irregular particle drag model: 
The drag force between the liquid and solid is mainly depended on the local slip velocity, 
bed voidage, liquid properties, and solid properties, including particle density, size, and 
shape. However, the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model [26] is derived based on 
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spherical particles, it is essential to take the sphericity into consideration for the irregular 
particle cases.  
Since the Syamlal-O’Brien drag model [13] is based on the single particle drag model and 
the velocity-voidage function for spherical particles, the idea of modification is to replace 
them by the correlations for irregular particles. 
The shape factor and single non-spherical particle drag coefficient proposed by Haider and 
Levenspiel [27] are employed in this research. 
    
 
 
0.0964 0.5565 73.69Reexp 5.074824
1 8.1716exp 4.0655 Re
Re Re 5.378exp 6.2122
DC
 


      
  
   (15) 
The shape factor 
s
S
  , where s  is the surface area of a sphere having the same volume 
as the irregular particle, and S  is the actual surface area of the irregular particle [28]. 
The correlation for the velocity-voidage function, which is a function of the shape factor, 
is from Cleasby and Fan [29]. 
1n
r
t
U
V
U
    
where  spericaln n

   and  
0.8840.3632.9237 Re t   . The sphericaln  is the “n” value 
form RZ equation [30]. 
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  
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                              (16) 
Therefore, by applying Eq. (5), the drag coefficient for irregular multi-particle systems can 
be obtained. 
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 
0.0964 0.5565
2 3
24 Re 73.69Reexp( 5.0748 )
1 8.1716exp( 4.0655 )
Re Re 5.378 exp(6.2122 )
DC
Vr Vr Vr Vr




    
      
   
(17) 
3.3.3 Near wall treatments 
By referring the investigations of different near wall treatments in chapter 2, the Menter-
Lechner [31] provides the best core-annulus structure which presents higher solids 
concentration at the near wall region while lower solids holdup at the central region. 
Therefore, in this study, the Menter-Lechner near wall treatment [31] is chosen for the 
simulations of all cases. 
Menter-Lechner  - Equation [31]: 
To avoid the drawbacks of the enhanced wall treatment, such as mistreat low values of 
turbulence kinetic energy region at the near wall region, the errors with pressure gradient 
flows and the oscillating problem if a coarse first mesh with y+ near the switching locations. 
Menter-Lechner wall treatment adds a source term to the k- transport equation instead of 
using   and turbulent viscosity from separate equations. 
3.4 Numerical methodology 
To simulate the two-phase flows in the LSCFB shown in Fig 3.1, the riser is simplified to 
a 2D planar as shown in Fig 3.2 and the mesh information can be seen from Table 3.3. Due 
to the potential instantaneous non-axisymmetric flow structures within LSCFBs, the 2D 
planar mesh is created and the results are time averaged for 20s. At the inlet region, the 
mesh has been refined with an expand ratio of 1.05 to correctly represent the complex flow 
structures. As for the wall region, although the Y+ independent Menter-Lechner near wall 
treatment [31] is used, the Y+  1 condition is still applied to resolve the near wall region 
and the mesh has an expand ratio of 1.05 as well. 
The boundary conditions for the simulation can be seen in Fig 3.2. At the inlet, which is 
located at the bottom of the riser, both liquid and particles are of uniform velocities. At the 
outlet, outflow condition is used due to the fully developed flow condition at the outlet. On 
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the wall, the no-slip condition is used for the liquid phase, and partial slip Johnson and 
Jackson [32] boundary condition with the specularity coefficient of 0.0005 and the particle-
wall restitution coefficient of 0.95 are used for the solid phase.  
For the liquid phase, the dispersed k-ε turbulence model is used. For solid phase, the kinetic 
theory of granular phase is employed and the particle-particle collision restitution 
coefficient is set as 0.95. As for the interactions between phases, the adjusted Syamlal 
O’Brien drag model [26] and irregular particle drag model are used for spherical and 
irregular particles, respectively. Since the sphericity for irregular plastic beads [9] is 0.7, 
the parameters for irregular particle drag model can be determined, and the irregular 
particle drag model is compiled into Fluent by User Defined Function (UDF), the UDF file 
can be seen from Appendix B.  
The phase coupled SIMPLE scheme is used for the pressure-velocity coupling, the power 
law is chosen to discretize the convection terms for the k-ε turbulence model and granular 
temperature while the QUICK is chosen for mass and momentum governing equations. 
The time step size is set as 1x10-04 s and the convergence criteria is set as 5x10-05. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of the LSCFB riser Figure 3.3: Diagram of the mesh 
created for simulations 
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Table 3.3 Mesh information for different operating conditions 
Parameters Domain size (m) Number of grids 
Wall spacing for first grid 
(width and length, m) 
Increasing ratio 
along radius 
Increasing ratio 
along axis 
Maximum 
aspect ratio 
Ul=11.2cm/s 
Us=0.747, 0.95, 1.121cm/s 
0.07625.97 1002500 0.00015 1.05 1.05 16.73 
Ul=35cm/s 
Us=1.193, 1.718cm/s 
0.03815.97 1002500 0.000052 1.05 1.05 41.12 
Ul=28cm/s 
Us=0.4cm/s 
0.07625.2 1002500 0.000064 1.05 1.05 29.48 
Ul=8.4cm/s 
Us=0.95cm/s 
0.07625.77 852500 0.000196 1.1 1.1 10.45 
Ul=22.4cm/s 
Us=0.95cm/s 
0.07625.77 802500 0.000079 1.15 1.15 29.89 
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3.5 Results and discussion 
The detailed numerical studies on different drag models, near wall treatments and boundary 
conditions are carried out in the previous chapter. Therefore, in this chapter, the proposed 
numerical models described in the previous chapter are employed to predict the flow field 
and hydrodynamics for a LSCFB riser under different operating conditions. The numerical 
results are compared with the experimental data. The general hydrodynamics and flow 
patterns in the LSCFBs are studied. 
3.5.1 General hydrodynamics of LSCFB 
The LSCFB riser under the operating condition of Ul=22.4 cm/s and Us=0.95 cm/s is 
simulated and the general hydrodynamic behaviors are discussed in this section. The cross-
sectional averaged solids velocity and concentration are shown in Figs 3.4 and 3.5, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.4: Axial distribution of the 
cross-sectional averaged solids velocity  
 
Figure 3.5: Axial distribution of the 
cross-sectional averaged solids holdup 
It can be seen in Fig 3.4 the averaged solids velocity increases first and then remain 
constant along the axis of the bed, which indicates with the lift effect due to the velocity 
difference between liquid and solid phase, the solids will go through the acceleration 
process until the slip velocity remain unchanged. The same phenomenon can be seen in 
Fig 3.5 that the averaged solids concentration along the axis decreases during the 
acceleration process then remain uniform. However, the non-uniformity for the averaged 
solid concentration along axis is small, which matches with the previous experimental 
observations from Liang et al. [3] and Zheng [4] for lighter particles, such as glass beads, 
the axial profiles can be considered as uniform throughout the whole riser in LSCFBs. 
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Figure 3.6: Radial distributions of the solids holdup at different axial locations 
The solids holdup distributions along the radial direction at different bed heights are 
presented in Fig 3.6 and the comparison with the experimental data is given in Fig 3.7. The 
radial non-uniformity, dense in the near wall region and dilute in the center, can be clearly 
observed for solids holdup at each bed height. This nonuniform phenomenon might be 
explained by the theory of momentum balance for particles in the bed. Due to the wall 
effect, the liquid velocity along the radial direction is higher in the center and lower near 
the wall, likewise, the particles will accelerate to the same velocity profile as the liquid. To 
maintain the momentum balance for the cross-sectional area, a net particle transfer from 
the central region to the wall region is formed. Therefore, results in the lower solids 
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concentration at the core region, increases towards to the wall and reaches the maximum 
value near the wall as shown in Figs 3.6 and 3.7. Besides, it is shown the radial non-
uniformity is higher at the lower part of the bed and decreases at higher part of the bed, 
which was also observed by Razzak [5], indicating the more uniform radial profiles of the 
solids holdup at the top of the riser due to the well-established flow structures. Furthermore, 
it is clear from the Fig 3.7 that the agreement between numerical predictions and 
experimental data is good for the solids holdup. 
 
Figure 3.7: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between the 
experimental and numerical results at different axial locations under Ul= 22.4cm/s 
and Us= 0.95cm/s 
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Figure 3.8: Radial distributions of the solids velocity at different axial locations 
under Ul= 22.4cm/s and Us= 0.95cm/s 
The distribution of the solids velocity along the radial direction at different bed heights is 
shown in Fig 3.8. Associated with the solids holdup distribution along the radial direction, 
the solids velocity is higher at the core region and decreases due to the shear effects near 
the wall. 
3.5.2 Effects of Us under the same Ul 
The influence of the superficial solid velocity under the same superficial liquid velocity is 
investigated in this section. The simulations using two groups of operating conditions from 
Razzak [5] are carried out. The average solids holdup along the axial direction for glass 
beads under Ul=11.2 cm/s and 35cm/s at different solids flow rates are shown in Fig 3.9. 
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(a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the axial distributions of the cross-sectional averaged solids 
holdup under different operating conditions 
(a) Ul=11.2cm/s and Us=0.747,0.95 and 1.121cm/s 
(b) Ul=35cm/s and Us=1.193 and 1.718 cm/s 
Same as the phenomenon observed both in the experiments and previous numerical 
simulations, after the superficial liquid velocity reaches the critical transition velocity, the 
fluidized bed system enters circulating fluidization regime. It is widely observed the axial 
profiles are uniform for lighter particle systems, except for the locations close to the inlet 
of the bed, where the solid concentrations are higher before the flow reaches fully 
developed. At the same time, it is clear that by increasing the solids flow rate, the overall 
bed solids holdup will increase since more particles are introduced into the bed. 
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Figure 3.10: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between 
the experimental and numerical results at different axial locations under 
Ul=11.2cm/s and Us=0.747,0.951 and 1.121cm/s 
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Figure 3.11: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between 
the experimental and numerical results at different axial locations under Ul=35cm/s 
and Us=1.193 and 1.718 cm/s 
The radial solids holdup comparisons between numerical predictions and experimental data 
for two groups of operating conditions are shown in Figs 3.10 and 3.11. For both operating 
conditions, the numerical model can successfully represent the flow structures in the 
LSCFB riser and the agreements with the experimental data are good. The radial non-
uniformity appears in both operating conditions at each bed height, which reflects the 
general radial profiles for LSCFB risers. However, it can be observed that with the increase 
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in the solids flow rate, the radial non-uniformity increases as well. This is expected due to 
the momentum balance for the particles in the riser. When the solid circulation rate 
increases, more particles are fluidized in the riser and distributed as less particles at the 
central region and more particles at the near wall region as well, which results in a steeper 
solids holdup profile. 
 
Figure 3.11: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids velocity at different 
axial locations under Ul=11.2cm/s and Us=0.747,0.951,1.121cm/s 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the radial distributions of the solids velocity at different 
axial locations under Ul=35cm/s and Us=1.193, 1.718 cm/s 
The solids velocity distributions along the radial direction are presented in Figs 3.12 and 
3.13 for the two groups of operating conditions. The solid velocity is higher at the center 
and lower at the near wall region of the bed for all operating conditions. As described 
before, due to the shear effect of the wall, both liquid and the accelerated particles will 
have this velocity distribution in the radial direction. Besides, it can be seen with the 
increase in the solids flow rate, the solids velocity distribution in the radial direction has a 
steeper profile, which is reasonable since the solids holdup radial non-uniformity increases 
with the increase in the solids flow rate. 
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3.5.3 Effects of Ul under the same Us 
The influence of the superficial liquid velocity under the same superficial solid velocity is 
investigated in this section. The simulations for one group of operating conditions from 
Razzak [5] are carried out. The experimental data for Us=0.95cm/s and Ul=8.4cm/s is not 
available, therefore, the numerical results are discussed with the expected hydrodynamic 
behaviors. The axial and radial solid profiles for glass beads under Us=0.95cm/s and 
different liquid flow rates are shown in Fig 3.14 and 3.15.  
 
Figure 3.13: Axial distributions of the cross-sectional averaged solids holdup under 
Us=0.95 cm/s while Ul=8.4, 11.2, 22.4 cm/s 
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Figure 3.14: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between 
experimental and numerical results at different axial locations under Us=0.95 cm/s, 
and Ul= 8.4, 11.2 and 22.4 cm/s 
It is clearly from Fig 3.14 the cross-sectional averaged solids holdup along the axial 
direction is uniform for all operating conditions. For a higher liquid flow rate under the 
same solids flow rate, more particles can be carried out of riser, thus, the averaged solids 
holdup is lower. 
As for the solids holdup profile along the radial direction, it can be seen from Fig 3.15 the 
radial non-uniformity is clear at each bed height under all operating conditions, which 
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indicates the lower solids velocity at the wall region due to the shear effects of the wall. As 
discussed before, increasing the superficial solid velocity under the same liquid flow rate 
results in a steeper radial solids holdup distribution. Correspondingly, increasing the 
superficial liquid velocity under the same solids circulation rate will lead to the opposite 
trend. As shown in Fig 3.15, there is not much change by increasing from Ul=8.4 cm/s to 
Ul=11.2 cm/s. However, the radial non-uniformity flattens by further increasing Ul to 22.4 
cm/s, which indicates the bed is more homogeneous under a higher liquid flow rate. This 
phenomenon is also observed by Zheng [8] and Liang and Zhu [6]. Within the circulating 
fluidization regime, the nonuniformity might even increase with the increase in the 
superficial liquid velocity. Further increasing Ul will lead to the nonuniformity decreases 
significantly, which indicates the fluidized bed might begin the transition from the fully 
developed circulating fluidization regime to the dilute transport regime [6]. 
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Figure 3.15: Radial distributions of the solids velocity at different axial locations 
under Us=0.95 cm/s, and Ul= 8.4, 11.2 and 22.4 cm/s 
The solids velocity profile along the radial direction is presented in Fig 3.16. All the 
velocity profiles show higher velocity at the central region and low velocity at the near wall 
region. Furthermore, it can be seen the radial non-uniformity on velocity distribution will 
increase with the increase in the liquid flow rate, which is reasonable due to the no slip 
condition for liquid at the wall. A higher superficial liquid velocity leads to a steeper 
decrease trend in the velocity distribution along the radial direction to ensure the lowest 
liquid velocity at the wall. 
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3.5.4 Effects of particle density for irregular particles 
The influence of particle density on the hydrodynamics for LSCFB riser is studied and the 
results are compared with the experimental data from Sang [9]. The LSCFB riser using 
plastic beads with diameter 0.58mm, sphericity 0.7, density 1520kg/m3 and 1330kg/m3 
under operating condition as Ul=28cm/s and Us= 0.4cm/s are investigated. 
 
Figure 3.16: Axial distributions of the cross-sectional averaged solids holdup for 
p  =1330kg/m3, 1520kg/m3 
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Figure 3.17: Comparisons of the radial distributions of the solids holdup between 
experimental and numerical results at H=3.98m for
p =1330kg/m
3 and 1520kg/m3 
The axial cross-sectional averages solids holdup is shown in Fig 3.17. The solids 
acceleration process can be clearly seen for both operating conditions. Since the particles 
are feed into the riser at the bottom, they will go through the process that being accelerated 
by the up flowing liquid until the velocity reaches unchanged. Therefore, with the increase 
in the solids velocity in the accelerating region, the average solids holdup will decrease. 
After reaching the state where the drag force balances the gravitational force, the velocity 
and solids holdup remain constant. 
The radial solids holdup profile at H=3.98m for two different particles are shown in 
Fig 3.18. Both numerical predictions and experimental data show radial non-uniformity 
where higher solids concentration at the wall and dilute in the central region. However, the 
experimental solids holdup profile for irregular plastic beads is not as uniform as spherical 
glass beads one. It might because the irregular particles result in a more chaotic flow field. 
Besides, it is noticed from both Figs 3.17 and 3.18 that by decreasing the particle density, 
both axial and radial solids holdup decrease, which is expected since the lower particle 
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density leads to lower gravity. So, it is easier to fluidize the particles and entrain out of the 
bed, which results in a higher overall bed voidage. 
3.6 Conclusions 
A numerical study has been carried out in this work on the hydrodynamic behaviors of the 
LSCFB riser. The predictions for different operating conditions are compared with 
previous experimental observations. The hydrodynamics for the LSCFB riser under all 
operating conditions have similar features. The radial flow structures at different bed 
heights are identical and the cross-sectional averaged solids concentrations are almost the 
same along the axis of the bed, which indicates the uniform axial flow structures for LSCFB 
risers. For the flow structures in the radial direction, due to the shear effect of the wall, the 
solids concentration profile is not uniform in the radial direction. It is lower and almost 
uniform at the core region and higher near the wall, which is opposite to the velocity 
distribution. The operating condition under Ul=11.2cm/s and Us=0.95cm/s has been chosen 
as anchoring point to investigate the influence of different superficial liquid and solid 
velocity on the hydrodynamics. The results show that with the increase in the solid flow 
rate, both average solids holdup and radial non-uniformity increase. However, with the 
increase in the liquid flow rate, the average solids holdup decreases and the radial non-
uniformity decreases indicating it might transfer to the dilute transport regime. The particle 
density is also a crucial factor affects the flow structures. With higher particle density under 
same operating conditions, the solids holdup increases. All in all, despite there is non-
uniformity exists, both the axial and radial flow structures in the LSCFB riser are more 
uniform than in the GSCFB. 
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Chapter 4  
4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
4.1 Conclusions 
Liquid-solid fluidization has been extensively applied in various industrial processes such 
as the wastewater treatment and biochemical processes due to its unique liquid-solid 
contacting features. It is important to study the hydrodynamic behaviors of LSCFBs for the 
design and scale-up purposes. In this study, the evaluations of the CFD models are 
conducted to simulate the hydrodynamics of LSCFBs. A comprehensive investigation of 
the hydrodynamics under different operating conditions of the LSCFB is also carried out 
by employing the proposed CFD model.  
The applicability of existing widely used drag models, the performance of near wall 
treatments for the liquid phase and the influence of boundary conditions for the solid phase 
are investigated. By comparing the numerical results with the experimental data, it is found 
the adjusted Syamlal O’Brien drag model provides a better overall agreement with the 
experimental data for the two-phase flows in LSCFBs with spherical particles and the 
Menter-Lechner near wall treatment can significantly improve the numerical solutions at 
the near wall region. In addition, by applying different specularity and restitution 
coefficients in the granular boundary condition, it is found the numerical results are 
insensitive to these coefficients within the elastic collision range. Furthermore, the effect 
of non-spherical particle on the performance of the LSCFB has been investigated. A more 
accurate drag model for irregular particles is proposed by replacing the single particle drag 
correlation and velocity-voidage function which are based on spherical particle systems by 
the irregular particle ones. Besides, the granular temperature is also studied. 
The hydrodynamic behaviors of the LSCFB riser under different operating conditions, 
including the different superficial liquid velocities, superficial solid velocities and particle 
densities are studied. It is found that the flow patterns in LSCFBs under different operating 
conditions are similar and they are different from the conventional fluidized bed. It is also 
found that there is radial non-uniformity in the flow structure, with lower and uniform 
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solids concentration in the core region and higher in the near wall region. This non-
uniformity can be observed at all bed heights under different operating conditions. As for 
the axial direction, the identical solids profiles at different bed heights and the same average 
solids holdup along the axis could be observed, indicating the uniform axial flow structures 
for LSCFBs. In addition, it is found the average solids holdup and radial non-uniformity 
increase with the increase in the superficial solid velocity, and decrease with the increase 
in superficial liquid velocity. Besides, the solids holdup decreases with the decrease in the 
particle density. However, all the flow distributions in the radial and axial directions in 
LSCFBs are more uniform than those in GSCFBs. 
In conclusion, it is demonstrated that the numerical predictions from the proposed CFD 
model are reliable. It can become an effective tool to design and scale up the LSCFB system 
for industrial applications or to investigate the specific small-scale flow field of LSCFBs 
to have a better understanding of the complicated multi-phase flow fields.  
4.2 Recommendations 
This study provides comprehensive numerical results and systematic investigations on the 
hydrodynamic behaviors in LSCFBs. However, some aspects still need to be investigated 
in future works: 
(1) The particle properties are significant factors affecting the hydrodynamics in LSCFBs. 
In this study, only two types of light particles with different densities are investigated. 
Therefore, more types of particles with wide range of densities and sizes are needed to 
investigate the effects of particle properties on the performance of LSCFBs. 
(2) There are always reactions exist in LSCFBs for industrial applications, such as 
wastewater treatment and biochemical technology. Based on the hydrodynamic models, 
the reaction models, mass and heat transfer can be taken into consideration in further 
works. 
(3) In this study, the effect of the structure of main and auxiliary liquid distributors at the 
inlet is ignored, which should be investigated in the future.  
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(4) Only two-phase fluidization is considered in this study. Based on the two-phase 
Eulerian-Eulerian model, the gas phase could be introduced for the simulation of Gas-
Liquid-Solid Circulating Fluidized Bed (GLSCFB) in future works. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
The optical fiber probe system is used to measure the local solids concentration during the 
experimental studies by Razzak and Sang. It is approximately 4mm in diameter and 
consists of around 8000 emitting and receiving quartz fibers. The measuring principles of 
optical fiber is shown in Fig - A as below. It has an active measuring area approximately 
1.5 2mm  at the center of probe tip. Therefore, considering the potential experimental 
operating errors, we could obtain and average the data within 2mm as the value at a certain 
point and compare with experimental data. 
 
 
Figure - A: Schematic diagram of optical fiber probe system 
As the shown in Fig - B is the plot of experimental data, numerical predictions and post 
process results. The data at certain location is obtained by time and space averaged within 
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10s and 2mm except for the last point near the wall. As we know, it’d be more difficult and 
more errors to determine the flow structures at the near wall region during the experimental 
studies, especially the area really close to wall, therefore, the last point is at the r/R=0.95. 
However, in the numerical predictions, at the wall region, it always presents a decreasing 
trend for solids holdup. Sometimes the inflection point is beyond 0.95 and it might also 
slightly before 0.95 sometimes. It might due to the collisions between the particles and the 
wall, makes the rebounded particles finally obtained the lowest solids velocity at the near 
wall region which results in the highest solids concentration. Besides, due to the finer mesh 
at the wall region and the relatively large particle size, Eulerian-Eulerian might give 
unrealistic results if the grid is not large enough for containing a few particles. Therefore, 
the highest point within the range of 2mm around r/R=0.95 is chosen for the last point and 
the other data from the near wall region is ignored. 
 
Figure - B: Radial solids holdup comparisons at H=1.01m under Ul =35cm/s, 
Us =1.193cm/s 
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Appendix B 
 
#include "udf.h" 
 
#define pi 4.*atan(1.) 
#define diam2 5.8e-4 
 
DEFINE_EXCHANGE_PROPERTY(irregular_drag,cell,mix_thread,s_col,f_col) 
 
{ 
Thread *thread_l, *thread_s; 
 
real x_vel_l, x_vel_s, y_vel_l, y_vel_s, abs_v, slip_x, slip_y, 
     rho_l, rho_s, mu_l, reyp, reys, vfac, corr, nn, nnn, vrn, cdls,  
     void_l, void_s, k_l_s, vf; 
int counter; 
 
thread_l = THREAD_SUB_THREAD(mix_thread, s_col); 
thread_s = THREAD_SUB_THREAD(mix_thread, f_col); 
 
x_vel_l = C_U(cell, thread_l); 
y_vel_l = C_V(cell, thread_l); 
x_vel_s = C_U(cell, thread_s); 
y_vel_s = C_V(cell, thread_s); 
slip_x = x_vel_l - x_vel_s; 
slip_y = y_vel_l - y_vel_s; 
rho_l = C_R(cell, thread_l); 
rho_s = C_R(cell, thread_s); 
mu_l = C_MU_L(cell, thread_l); 
 
abs_v = sqrt(slip_x*slip_x + slip_y*slip_y); 
 
reyp = rho_l*abs_v*diam2/mu_l; 
 
void_l = C_VOF(cell, thread_l); 
void_s = C_VOF(cell, thread_s); 
 
/*Calculating Richardson Zaki parameters for vr*/ 
 
vfac = 1.; 
corr = 1.; 
counter = 1; 
 
while (corr>0.0001) 
{ 
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reys = reyp/(vfac+SMALL); 
 
if (reys<=0.2) 
nn = 4.798815789; 
 
else if (reys>0.2&&reys<=1.) 
nn = 4.483552632*pow(reys,-0.03); 
 
else if (reys>1.&&reys<=200.) 
nn = 4.587368421*pow(reys,-0.1); 
 
else if (reys>200.&&reys<=500.) 
nn = 4.45*pow(reys,-0.1); 
 
else 
nn = 2.4; 
 
vrn = pow(void_l,nn-1.); 
corr = sqrt((vfac-vrn)*(vfac-vrn)); 
vfac = vrn; 
 
counter++; 
} 
 
nnn = nn * pow(0.7,-2.133042335*pow(reys,-0.363)); 
vf = pow (void_l,nnn-1.); 
 
cdls = 
(1.+0.4746463532*pow((reyp/(vf+SMALL)),0.48595))*24./(reyp*(vf+SMALL))+2.111
72913*reyp/((vf+SMALL)*(vf+SMALL)*reyp+416.0712659*(vf+SMALL)*(vf+SMAL
L)*(vf+SMALL)); 
 
k_l_s = 3.*rho_l*void_l*void_s*cdls*abs_v/(4.*diam2); 
 
return k_l_s; 
} 
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